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Leola Hayes Retires
From School System

Community Tribute
To Eugene Danzey
by Dianne Speights
ST. PETERSBURG-“A

man is as great as the dreams
he dream; as great as the love

he bears; as great as the value
he redeems, and the happiness
he shares.”
On Sunday, March 7,1999
at 4:00 pan at Bethel Commu
nity Baptist Church family and
friends will recognize the ser

vice and retirement of an
African American pioneer,

Eugene Danzey.
Danzey began his work in
the communication industry in
1964 as a sales manager for
WTMP Radio, Tampa. He left
WTMP as the General Man
ager and opened WRXB

Eugene Danzey

Radio in St Petersburg where

he served as CEO/President.
Through the work of

Danzey, the African American

TAMPA - Leola Hayes
recently retired from Hillsbor
ough County Public Schools
after twenty-three years of

community has had a voice to
communicate regarding activi
ties, inspirational issues and

dedicated services to the education profession. Loyal

motivational concerns.
As the owner of a progres

gathered on Saturday, Febru
ary 27,1999 to pay tribute to

sive radio station, Danzey has
been an outstanding role
model for young entrepre

Hayes for her contributions to
boys and girls and the commu
nity.

neurs.
Please join in this tribute to

Gene Danzey on Sunday,
March 7th at Bethel Commu
nity Baptist Church. For addi
tional information call 327-

friends and former co-workers

Among the persons who

honored her on the program
were Sylvia Hornsby, mary

Randolph, Maritte Webb,
Mary Bryant, Arizona Jenkins
and Rev. T.D. Leonard.

2027.
ing

Retirement program steer
committee members

included Bernice Nelson, EN.
Cusseaux, Dee McIntosh,
Leatris Mayes, Betty Kinsey

and several relatives of the
honorees.
Hayes Christian training

started at Mount Tabor Mis
sionary Baptist Church, under
the pastorage of the late Rev
erend WJ. Glover She has
remained a member for fiftytwo years. She is a third gener
ation member at that church.
Her work with Hillsbor
ough County School System

began on February 2, 1976

with the Migrant Program; as a
Recruiter and Record Qerk
and lasted for twenty years.
Leola Hayes

Please see pg. 2
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A Credit Plan For You!
No Money Down!
Free Gift Just For Coming In.

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
HOME FURNISHING CENTERS

WE BELIEVE
IN PEOPLE

BLACK PEOPLE MUST SELL AS WELL AS BUY OR ELSE REMAIN A “BEGGAR RACE’

2200 - Or. M.L King St S., St. Pete

St. Petersburg • Clearwater • Tampa • Largo • Palmetto • Tarpon Springs • Plant City • Lakeland • Winter Haven • Bartow
VOLUME 31 NUMBER 25

ST. PETERSBURG/TAMPA
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African Market Festival Begins Easter Weekend
val, in the spirit of compromise
and community unity, to put
the Market Festival off the
street and into Campbell Park,
*■■■&■»■■<

an area where hundreds of
people had signed petitions
indicating their support for the
Market Festival.
The February 25 City
Council meeting saw a diverse
group of peopl e form all walks

ST. PETERSBURG -A

spontaneous cheer went up
from the more than 100 people
who had gathered at February
25th’s City Council special
meeting when the council vote
came after months of planning,

disappointments, compromis
es and just hard work.
The Market Festival will
begin on the west side of
Campbell Park on Easter
weekend of April 3rd and 4th
at 9 a.m. and will occur every
Saturday and Sunday there

after.

The Market Festival was
organized by the African Festi
val and Markets For Econom
ic Development, Inc., a non
profit corporation created by
the Uhuru Movement. Origi
nally the organizers wanted to
put the Market Festival on
16th Street between 17th and
18th Avenues South, with the

hope that the hundreds and
thousands of people visiting
the market on foot would ben
efit the business in die area and

contribute to the revitalization
of the area.

However,
vociferous
opposition to the Market Festi
val by the Sixteen Street Busi
ness Association convinced
the organizers to move the
Market Festival farther north
to the Campbell Park area.
Unfortunately, even this move
did not satisfy the Sixteen
Street Business Association

because of its opposition to the
Market Festival being on the

_ of life come out in support of
the Market Festival. They
included respected leaders of
our community like Lou
Brown, a realtor and chairman
of the Coalition of African
American Leadership; Manual
Sykes, pastor of Bethel Com
munity Baptist Church; Debo

rah Lyons of Career Options;
Gwendolyn Reese, an execu
tive with the YWCA and Irene
Pridgen, CEO of Dear Prod

street anywhere on 16th Street
south.

ucts and founder of Florida

It was then decided by the
oiganizers of the Market Festi-

Vendors like Linda Rollins

Stars for Children.

who sells dolls, quilts and flo-

Mae Belle McKay Retires After 30 Years
Of Loyal Service To Bayfront Medical
Center —----------- ----------------------- ------------- -

Mae Belle McKay felt

many of her friends and co
workers, farewell.

strongly that she had paid her
dues and put her time in - frill

Mae Belle has provided
thousands of untiring days and

time that is, tor more than thir

hours of service to Bayfront

ty years at the largest hospital
in Pinellas County, Bayfront

Medical Center, Food Services

ly said those magic words - “I

supervising part-time students

of great valour to celebrate her

was an attempt by the African

policy of economic develop

leader of the Uhuru Move-

community to help the city

ment and community com-

6620.

Please see pg.

is

Womyn With Wings
ST. PETERSBURG-The
Afro-American Society of
Eckerd College will sponsor a

produced by James H. Chap-

Shat explores the trepidation of

the difficulty of leaving a

myn, who produced such

womanhood.

three

play entitled Womyn With
Wings, March 11, in the

plays as “Our Young Black
Men are Dying and Nobody
Seems to Care” and “Black

woman cast will take the audi
ence on a whirlwind tour, visit
ing the lives of diverse women

relationship. It is about edi
tion and the healing prcx

Dendy McNair Auditorium

Man Rising”.

Womyn With Wings is a

across the planet This play
deals with the victimization of

professional theatrical play

rape, fear of breast cancer and

starting at 7:30 p.m.

Womyn With Wings is

The

This play is free to the put

Call 864-8421 for fui
information.

Free Workshop For Homebuyers
closing cost assistance pro

more information.

grams.

full of splendor, great music,

Avenue on Saturday, March 6,

through all the contract paper
work and what to expect at the

closing.

Learn the start to finish

This class is necessary to

A Salute To Service

appreciation, a money tree that

by Dianne Speights

was really adding up to‘mega
bucks’, hugs and kisses and a

Kayla Hill and ACT III

tomers if it meant I needed to
drive them to their doors; and
life in general, meeting and

warmed the St. Petersburg
Temple with songs of love on

marrying my bride, Diane
Miller Hines.

ST.

PETERSBURG -

Wallace and Diane are the

and Bridgette Long from Flo

last Saturday evening as
friends and relatives gathered

rence Alabama and her son,
Ronald Robinson. They all

to anchor Wallace Hines, Jr.
into retirement.

followed her around and
showed her off to their friends,
as if to protect her and say “this
is my mother of whom we are

After leaving Gibbs High
in 1955, Hines joined the U.S.

lace Hines, Sr., Mrs. Beatrice

Army and served with the
101st Airborne Division’s

Donaldson and the grandson
of the late Louise Graham.

Mae Belle plans to travel
and spend time with her
daughter in Alabama and her

gathered to honor this woman

Omali Yeshitela, national

retirement. The evening was

ted they all did a wonderful job

Medical Center. She has final

a handful of special individuals

in our community, a public

represent you, how to read

working with them and admit

auxiliary club members and
employees from the hospital

Festival. It was a part of a

struggle for public policy. It

p.m. at the Palm Harbor
Library at 2330 Nebraska

Belle is a member.

Department where she worked
in various capacities, basically

“While a public policy of

police containment might help

receive a certificate required

who chose Bayfront as a place
of employment. She loved

adult.
On Friday night at Club
1801 formerly Back Stage in
St. Petersburg, family, friends,

ary 25 was about more than

the establishment of a Market

by most down payment and

emony was Lois Harris, Silver
Stars Social Club where Mae

and always gave her the
respect required of youth to an

development and community
commerce.

Now the Market Festival is
looking for volunteers to work
at the festival on each week
end; Persons interested in
vending or doing volunteer
work with the Market Festival
are invited to call (727) 821-

mortgage, choosing a realtor to

quite proud.” Mistress of Cer

ward to the day we can say Amen, I can finally retire!

According to Yeshitela,
“The Council vote on Febru

community and to initiate a
new, positive and optimistic
public policy of economic

process of qualifying for a

daughters, Darlene McKay

apron, took off her hair net and
hospital scuffs, and bided

containment of the African

classes from 9:30 a.m. to 2:00

those most dear to her, her

our lives when we look for

approval, called the council
vote “a great victory for the
African community of St.
Petersburg.”

merce, gives everyone in the
community a chance and
every child a future,” he con
tinued.

ing free first-time home buyer

plaque. She was joined by

There pomes a time in all of

overthrow the pessimistic and
failed public policy of police

Pre-registration is required.
Please call Community Ser
vice Foundation at (727) 4610618 to register or to obtain

greeted with gifts of love and

does not regret for a moment
that she has hung up her

supporters included Herb
Snitzer, an artist with a studio
on the South side; Rick Baker,
current chairman of the St
Petersburg Area Chamber of
Commerce also spoke in favor
of the resolution, among many,
many others.

ment and primary spokesman
for the efforts to win council

1999.

entertainment, food and filled

can retire” - and she did, and

Johnson who sells produce,
also spoke up in favor of the
Market Festival before. Others

TAMPA-The Communi
ty Service Foundation is offer

with great surprises. She was

by Allene Gammage-Ahmed
ST. PETERSBURG -

ral arrangements and Brady

10 grand children (2 girls, 8
boys). She is a member of
Macedonia Freewill Baptist
Church where Bishop John

Copeland is pastor.

two goddaughters. Wallace is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Wal

Councilman Frank Peter

Screaming Eagles at Ft. Jackson, South Carolina. While at

man brought greetings from
the City and presented Hines

Ft. Jackson he also joined the

with his 28 years Service

band before leaving for a twoyear tour of duty in Hawaii.

Plaque. Other program partic

For the past twenty-eight

ipants were Juanita Watkins,

years, he has been driving bus
for PSTA. "Many of my cus

Donnie Williams, Maggie
(PSTA), Nancy Harrell, Ruth
Williams, Marva Dennard and
his lather, Wallace Hines, Sr.,

tomers became my friends”

Hines expressed. “ I knew I
was an important part of their
lives in getting them to where
they needed to be on time.
Sometimes it might have been

Please see pg. 7

parents of seven children,
eighteen grandchildren and

to a doctor's appointment, a

4
«•

Wallace Hines

trip to the shopping center or

When asked what was

just a ride to enjoy the scenery

some of his most precious
memories over the years, he

of the beach. My main focus
was to meet my customers

needs.’’ Hines received recog
nition from his company as the
“Most Appreciated Bus Dri
ver” as voted by his riders.

Dianne Speights served as
Mistress of Ceremonies and

responded: While president of
the Nite Riders, the fund-raiser
for a heart transplant for Ernest

The dinner was catered and

Hill; while with PSTA, going

served by Rev. Alvin Miller.

the extra mile tor my cus-

the dance was music by Dr. G.

Please see pg. 5
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Candidates For City Council
Continue Their Campaign—

St. Petersburg Target Store
Opens Sunday, March 7th
ST. PETERSBURG - A

Candidates spoke about
their personal backgrounds
and achievements; gave their
objectives, perspective, goals if

new Target store at 8151 Mar
tin Luther King Street in St.
Petersburg, FL, will open its

elected; discussed their avail
ability and accountability;

March 7, representing the
company’s continuing growth
in the state. Target first opened

Economic

Development,

doors to guests on Sunday,

purchase of services and sup
plies from local businesses.

ble check-out lanes for a con
venient and enjoyable shop

new store opens. The store will

Construction of the 123,000square foot store took approxi
mately 10 months to complete.

ping experience.
Target serves a broad range

bor Volunteer Program, Tar
get’s grass-roots volunteerism

of guests, but recent surveys
show the majority are active

program that encourages and
supports employee volunteer
projects that meet a specific

Target’s goal - to deliver
value to its guests- is

approached in several ways:

families who are looking for
value, convenience and excel

Business Partnerships, Finan
cial Transactions and Commu
nity-based
Banking
for
Minorities, and their ability to

in Florida in 1989 with five
stores in flie Ft Lauderdale

•by providing high-quality
merchandise at low everyday

lent service while shopping
for the basics of household

area. The St Petersburg store is
the 12th Target in the Tampa-

work with the present adminis
tration; their views on the

St Petersburg area and tire
65th store in Florida.

prices;
•by offering key trend-for
ward merchandise, leading the
discount industry;
•by ensuring the merchan
dise guests want is on the

necessities to the hottest trend
items. Their time is valuable
and convenience is a high pri

Mayor-Counsel or Counsel

Manager driven government,
and if they would continue to
support chief ofpolice, Goliath
Davis.

The new St Petersburg
Target store will employ

approximately 200 people and
contribute $200,000 a year to
the local economy through the

shelves when they want it; and
•by designing stores with
wide aisles and easily accessi

also establish a Good Neigh

need in the community.
Hours for the new store are
Monday through Sunday, 8
am. to 10 pan.

ority.
Continuing a long-stand
ing tradition, Target will
announce plans for several

NEWS
DEADLINE

community involvement pro
grams in St. Petersburg as the

IS

4 PM
MONDAY

Many other Issues were
discussed and we can continue

to follow the candidates as
they wrap up their platforms
and closing statements within
these next few weeks.

ST. PETERSBURG - As
time draws near for citizens in
St. Petersburg to decide who
will be the most qualified and
dependable individual to rep
resent their interest at city
council, you will find candi
dates as busy as ever cam

paigning and presenting their
credentialed platforms to the

community.

Weed &
Seed Grant
For
Lifeguard
Training
ST. PETERSBURG-The
Bayfront Optimist Club is
sponsoring Lifeguard Training
in cooperation with the City of
St. Petersburg Recreation

Candidates Rene Flowers
and Marva Dennard are candi
dates for City Council District
7 and Richard Kriseman and
Bob Kersteen, the candidates
for City Council District 1.
On Tuesday evening,

Allstate Center. A small group
of concerned citizens and
community activists had
another opportunity to hear
each candidate for themselves,
determine their stability and
the confidence they have in the

March 2, 1999 several com
munity organizations held a
public candidates forum at St.
Petersburg Junior College,

words they spoke, as well as
ask a limited amount of ques
tions. The forum was moderat

Before concluding the
forum,
Larry
Williams
explained the Chartered
Amendments and Referen
dum as well as Term Limits
for Mayor.
Remember, the choice is

yours. Be sure to go out and
vote on Tuesday, March 23rd.
Sponsoring groups were
AAVREC, NAACP and the
Coalition of African American
Leadership. Closing remarks
were given by Abdul Karim
Ali.

ed by Roger Clendening.

Leola Hayes
Guardian Angels, helping to

the torch, after twenty-three

fulfill the void or need. She

years of service to the Hillsbor
ough County School System.

During this tenure, Hayes
helped to improve education
and healthcare opportunities
for local migrant children and
their families. Her generosity

purchases useful items that she
does not need but feel that
someone else could use it

and dedication does not stop

and/or might need. it.

with the migrant families and
her church. If there is a need
anywhere and she becomes
aware of it, you can count on
Leola to be one of God’s

In 1996, she continued to
work for the County at McFar
lane Park School and
remained for three years. On
January 31, 1999, she passed

Dept. This Weed and Seed
Grant is designed to train and

QUICK
REFUND

certify At-Risk Youth to be
Red Cross Certified lifeguards

From Page.l

Hayes now has more time
to devote to other past time
hobbies that she has enjoyed

formany years dn Saturday

mornings: antique shows,
garage sales and flea markets.

WELCH

and/or lifeguard instructors.
The training program pre

pares the graduate to respond
to aquatic emergencies and

Accounting

provides the opportunity for a
well paying summer job or
challenging career. The grant

Service

&Tax

pays for books, fees and sup
plies. Participants must be
between 15 and 25 yeais of
age and reside in the Challenge

2001 area.

- Offering FAST REFUND -2-4 Days
ELECTRONIC FILING - 3 - 4 Weeks

In addition, any participant
who successfully completes
the course will receive a bonus
of $25 for one Red Cross Cer

WILL
COMPETE
WITH ALL
FAST
REFUND
FEES

THE PINELLAS COUNTY HOUSING AUTHORITY WILL BEGIN
ACCEPTING
PRE-APPLICATIONS FOR THE SECTION 8 PROGRAMS
STARTING ON MARCH 9,1999, PRE-APPLICATIONS WILL BE
ACCEPTED EVERY SECOND (2nd) AND THIRD (3rd) TUESDAY,
BETWEEN 7:15 AM TILL 5:00 PM, OF EVERY MONTH AND
WILL CONTINUE UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.
YOU MAY OBTAIN A PRE-APPLICATION AT:

PINELLAS COUNTY HOUSING AUTHORITY
THE DEAN S. ROBINSON ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
209 SOUTH GARDEN AVENUE
CLEARWATER, FLORIDA 33756
(727) 443-7684
TDD 1-800-955-8770
WE CAN MAIL YOU A PRE-APPLICATION IF YOU SEND A
SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE. PRE-APPLICATIONS
SHOULD BE RETURNED TO THE ADDRESS ABOVE ON THE

DATE AND TIME AT WHICH PRE-APPLICATIONS ARE
ACCEPTED. YOU MAY RETURN THE PRE-APPLICATION BY
MAIL; HOWEVER, IT MUST BE POSTMARKED BY THE
POSTAL SERVICE ON THE DATES THAT THE PCHA WIT T.
ACCEPT PRE-APPLICATIONS.

ALL PRE-APPLICATIONS WILL BE REVIEWED FOR COM
PLETENESS. INCOMPLETE PRE-APPLICATIONS WTT.T. NOT BE
PROCESSED.

PERSONAS DE HABLA HISPANA QUE ENFRENTEN ALGUNA
DIFICULTAD EN COMMUNICARSE EN INGLES POR FAVOR
LLAME A NUESTRAS OFFICINAS PARA ASISTENCIA.
PERSONS NEEDING ACCOMMODATIONS TO APPLY SHOULD

CALL THE OFFICE FOR ASSISTANCE.
The Pinellas County Housing Authority is an Equal Housing
Provider

No Appointment Necessary During The Week

tification of $75 for complet
ing both Lifeguard and Water

1601 Sixteenth Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Safety Instructor Red Cross

PHONE: 894-0511 / 823-7910

Certifications.

• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday thru Friday 10:00 am to 8:00 pm
Saturday 9:00 am to 3:00 pm • Sunday — By Appointment

For more information and
registration call 893-7732.

CARPET SALE

OVER 1,000 ROLLS IN STOCK • BUY TODAY, INSTALL TOMORROW
LONG WEARING

STAIN RESISTANT

COMMERCIAL CARPET

BERBERS

Priced
From

NOTICE

$099

High Gloss

ITALIAN RUSTIC STONE

MARBLEIZED CERAMIC

CERAMIC TILE

$599
w
sc

sq. YD.

$J29

At the Carpet Store, ride our golf carts and
see the largest inventory of carpet and
ceramic tile in the state of Florida.

A

WEAR-DATED* CARPET 3
NEED

TO

'TT’n*

mvirirm

Yes, you do. Several million to be exact.
You see, over the last several years, more than 600 people have become

Florida Lottery Jackpot millionaires. People just like you.
People from all walks of life, from everyday towns and neighborhoods

Name brand carpet at wholesale prices.

*

You look like
a million.

99'

WEAR-DATED §

This week we are featuring quality
Wear-Dated carpet styles starting at
$6.99 sq. yd. Made with the finest fibers,
Wear-Dated carpet looks better longer.

Florida Lottery

KNOW.A

$1Q99
■ MF

You might even be next. But you’ve got to play for that to happen.
And hey, with looks like yours, you’ve got it made.

SQ. YD.

CARPET STORE
TAMPA

ST. PETERSBURG

5015 W. HILLSBOROUGH AVE.

S.W. CORNER OF 22ND AVE. & 28TH ST.

249-2088

ST. PETERSBURG 321-9590

F L Q R I D A

LOTTO
Who’s next?

BAYONET POINT
N.E. CORNER OF U.S. 19 & HWY. 52

NEW LOCATION 868-7424

V
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by John Templeton________
The 'Digital Divide' will

cost African Americans,
Latinos and Native Ameri
cans more than $3 trillion

over the next 20 years with

♦believes
♦♦♦♦
that America can best lead

PjBLACK
® w°rlcl 'r°fn racial antagonism when it accords to every
Tan,' re9®rdl,®ss of race, creed or color, his human and
legal rignts. Hating no man, fearing no man... the Black
rress strives to help every man in the firm belief that all
men are hurt as long as anyone is held back.

out uigent government and
private action, according to
the first comprehensive
report on Silicon Valley em
ployment and business

equal opportunity, produced
by the Coalition for Fair

Information Act request, the
coalition learned that only
175 of a potential 6,000
Valley firms even submitted
an EEO-1 form to the U.S.

government, a requirement
for federal contractors and
subcontractors with more
than 25 employees.
Beyond that record
keeping, the report indicated
that intentional practices of
restrictive recruitment, nar

tation of managerial and
professional jobs in the
Sacramento area and 24.9

ments because of the poten
tial exposure for negative

many firms that have bene
fited from federally-funded

market impacts, litigation
and penalties from discrimi
natory activities.
Rev. Jesse Jackson,
president of PUSH/Rain
bow Coalition, stated in an

innovations, such as the
Internet, have the same

obligations as educational
institutions and governmen

introductory letter, "At our

mendations to utilize anti

engage in a set of 35 prac
tices for effective equal

recent coijference, we drove
home the point that inclu
sion leads to economic,

trust and unfair business
practices statutes to address

percent in the Oakland area.

For the 175 firms, black
and Latino representation in
managerial and professional
fields is dramatically below

their representation in spe
cific fields, yet almost none

tal grantees.
There were also recom

systematic collusion issues.
Companies that claim they

Southeast Black
Publishers
Association

Employment in Silicon Val
ley (CAFE-SV).
Coalition co-convenors,

row marketing and lack of

opportunity developed by
the Coalition's convenors.

growth and is the key to
expansion. I share your con

access had created a 'steel
door' that prevented blacks,

Jacqueline Anderson,
Kevin Hinkston, Henry

cans, and other people of

lnc-

workers in order to justify
immigrant visas without

along with representatives
of the Greenlining Coalition

Native Americans and
Latinos from even knowing

Hutchins, Harvey Pye and
this writer. The report rec

color, are not well represent
ed in the high tech industry

conducting prudent steps to
reach
underrepresented

and PUSH/Rainbow Coali
tion, presented the report to

about jobs, technology and
business opportunities there.
Technology firms are exten
sively using 'no urban dic

ommended that President
Clinton and Vice President
Gore bring federal execu

and that there might be a
pattern of neglect and/or
resistance to fair employ

groups should also be held
liable for peijury and other

MEMBER

X

NN PA FEATURE

Child
Watch
BY

Marian Wright ’
. Edelman

Code Adam

Every year in this country, there are about 4,600 child
abductions by non-family members. No one who hasn't
lived through this tragedy can even imagine what it must be

like to lose a child in this way.

So many times the children are found dead, or never
found at ell. You've seen the posters and the reports on the
nightly news. And perhaps last year when you were doing
your Christmas, Hanukkah or Kwanzaa shopping, you

turned around in a store and didn't see your child where he
or she was just a second ago.

Most likely you found him or her down at the end of
the aisle looking at the latest toy on the shelves, and you
breathed again. But, what if your child hadn't been just a
few steps away? What would you have done?
Happily, there are people doing something to keep our
children safe. Perhaps you've heard of the National Center
for

Federal Government ’Rewards
Racial Discrimination’

Missing and Exploited Children, a private, nonprofit

; °rSaniz^tmn esta8ljs^te^ by. Congressional mandate in 1984

- to locate and recover missing children and raise public

awareness about ways to prevent child abduction, molesta
tion and sexual exploitation. The center works in conjunc
tion with the U.S. Department of Justice's Office of

Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention in its efforts
to find children missing nationwide. Last month, the center
released information about a program started by Walmart

stores to help in this battle.
This program, 'Code Adam', was created and promoted
by Walmart and has spread to other stores including Shop
Rite, a major retail market chain, and shopping malls,

including 26 in Louisville, KY. And last November, New
Jersey's state legislature passed a resolution making it the

"first 'Code Adam' state", encouraging all stores in the state
to institute the program.

It all started with a Walmart employee, Bill Burns, who
created and named the program as a tribute to 6-year-old

Adam Walsh whose 1981 abduction from a Florida shop
ping mall and subsequent murder brought the horror of
child abduction to national attention. When a store cus

tomer reports a missing child to an employee, Burns' pro
gram calls for a 'Code Adam' alert to be announced over the
public address system. A brief description of the child is
obtained and provided to all employees, who immediately
stop their normal work to search for the child, including

monitoring all exits to ensure the child does not leave the

store alone or accompanied by someone. Parking lots are
also checked, as well as restrooms, stairwells, offices and
other non-public spaces. If the child is not found immedi
ately or is seen accompanied by someone other than a par

ent or guardian, store personnel notify the local police
department for assistance.
Since the program was initiated in 1994, six child

deputy assistant secretary of
labor Shirley J. Wilcher,
director of the Office of
Federal Contract Compli

ance Programs, and other
Labor Department officials
early last month in San
Francisco and before that to
California Attorney General
Bill Lockyer and State Sen
ator Kevin Murray, chair
man of the Legislative
Black Caucus.

Through a Freedom of

tates' in product and recruit

reward for racial discrimi
nation," stated the report.

only 12.2 percent of Latinos
in the same community hold

It also called upon
investment firms and banks

such jobs, according to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics.

to conduct 'social responsi
bility audits' of firms as part

grant of federal assets at less
that market value consti
tutes 'federal financial assis

By comparison, Latinos
hold 21.2 percent represen

of the due diligence process
for loans and equity invest

tance' under Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964,

Dr. Thomas Shapiro. A de
pressant figure of 15 percent
drawn from the current dis
parity in access to comput

ers at the K-12 educational
level for black and Latino
students

was

extended

across their incomes for the
next 20 years.
For purposes of per
spective, Oliver and Shapiro

note that the impact of resi
dential housing segregation
will cost African Americans
$176 billion to the current
and the next generation.
"The Digital Divide will
have an impact nine times

sional Black Caucus and
other
community-based

greater on African Ameri
cans than residential segre
gation, or five times greater
than the size of the national

groups to work to find solu
tions to close, and not

tobacco industry
ment," said one

widen, the Digital Divide in
the Silicon Valley."

author.

To arrive at the figure of
$3 trillion in lost income,

READ A
NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

the report used methodolo

settle
report

gy developed in the award

Still No Arrests One Year After
Bombing Of Black Newspaper

by Barbara Harris

.

Just over a year ago, the
Jackson Advocate in Missis
sippi was destroyed by an

early morning firebombing.
However, the controversial
investigation has produced no

bombs into the Advocate, but
did not have a real reason.

ment bv
Attomev Rrad
ment
by U.S.
U.S. Attorney
Brad
Pigott as 'gasoline-fueled

The person had done another
crime and did not want to go
to jail and was being forced to
firebomb the Advocate be

incendiary devices with fuse
and detonator'. Pigott has

come under considerable crit
icism recently for his failure

hnmhino nf a

bombing of a hknV.n«7nozi
black-owned

newspaper in Mississippi in
1998, not 1968," she said.

Meanwhile,
Vernon
Hughes was removed in No
vember from the salon bomb
ing case by deputy fire chief
Raymond McNulty. Hughes
was also removed in Decem

cause the Feds were holding to aggressively pursue the
arrests despite the local that crime over their head as Hodges case and lack of
Southern Christian Leader blackmail."
action in the Advocate fireship Conference's. (SCLC).
Hodges. .was indicted 19 , bombing case. ..
st.t "Now that Pigott has offi
probe naming a 29-year-bld s miMiths^b^RyeiSe incident sat
male from Meridian, MS, as a the Advocate for bombing cially charged Hodges with
possible suspect.
Hudson's nail salon. His par attempting to bomb Hudson's
Tony Lewis Hodges was ticipation in that crime led to nail salon, maybe he will
indicted early last month on speculation that he may have indict whoever is involved
five counts of manufacturing been coerced to participate in with or guilty of the unsolved
homemade bombs in March the firebombing with a Jan. 26, 1998, Jackson Advo
1997 and placing them in the promise of leniency.
cate bombing," declared Par
Jackson nail salon of Theta
If Hodges was involved, ker-Weaver.
Hudson, a former girlfriend.
Parker-Weaver contends, he
"It is just as important to
It is unclear what motive, did not act alone. SCLC's bring closure to this other
if any, Hodges may have had investigation points to a well- ungodly domestic terrorist as
for being involved in the oiled conspiracy involving sault, an un-American First

bombing.

paper firebombing, but during
the investigation, SCLC Ex

"Hughes' deliberately in
different statements of disin

law enforcement officials and

ecutive Secretary Stephanie

downtown business persons,
she said.

Parker-Weaver said she was
told by one source that "some

The three bombs ATF
confiscated at the nail salon

black person threw the fire

were described in the indict

Amendment constitutional at

tack, so that our community
can begin healing old racial,
political
and
economic

wounds recently laid bare
before the nation by the

„„„—

Outraged at Hughes ap
parent attempt 'to obstruct
justice and conspire with the
perpetrators', SCLC officials
demanded an immediate apol

management and supporters
continue to inquire about the
whereabouts of a videotape
from a surveillance camera
mounted atop the A.H. Mc
Coy Federal Building, one
block from the newspaper.

ogy from him.

for the Advocate firebombing
and the July 22, 1998, fire
bombing of the house at 333
Eastview St. adjacent to Ad
vocate Publisher Charles Tis
dale's home.

"After more than 19
years on the fire department,
Vernon Hughes still couldn't
tell the difference between a
typical house fire and a bomb
ing," Evans pointed out.
On Aug. 21, Hughes pub
licly apologized and admitted
he was incompetent.

ion-Ledger, last summer that
the Eastview fire was 'typical
house fire' totally unrelated to
the unsolved Advocate fire-

formation to The ClarionLedger further endangered

r,

try and solve both firebombings.

ber 1998 as chief investigator

Hughes told Jackson's
daily newspaper, The Clar

__j ........

Evans, who also serves as
Advocate board chairman and
SCLC national board mem
ber.

Meanwhile, civil rights
leaders and Advocate staff,

The Advocate is currently

The cases have been reas
signed to newly-appointed
acting chief arson investigator

in negotiations with the city
of Jackson to lease a building
on Farish Street, associate
publisher Alice ThomasTisdale said.
The Hill-Holly Building,
the Advocate's former home
and site of last year's fire
bombing, is in the final stages
of renovation. The building is

Van Presson.
"Both [fires] are a top

listed on the National
Register of Historical places.

priority with the Jackson Fire
Department, and will remain

the lives of Tisdale, his fami

that way," McNulty says,
vowing that Presson and his

ly and staff," said Rep. Jim

men would work diligently to

NEWS
DEADLINE IS
4 PM
MONDAY

’No African Americans Qualified
For High Level Appointments? ’
by Clarence Hightower
President/CEO Minneapolis

Urban League____________ _
By all accounts, both
anecdotal and media-relat
ed, many African Americans
and other people of color in
the state of Minnesota have
shared in the excitement of

Carlson, governed.

Now, after the hoopla
and celebrations of the inau
gural have died down, it is
appropriate to review this

new governor's record of
initial appointments to highlevel

cabinet

and

other

statewide positions.
f
As African Americans,
it is not only appropriate to

Jesse Ventura.

review our new governor's
record of appointments to

Missing and Exploited Children has been taking 'Code

People of all walks of
life, all shades of colors and

Adam' nationwide through its Project Alert. Project Alert is

all economic brackets lined

basis throughout the tenure

the center's innovative idea of establishing a national corps
of retired law enforcement officials who volunteer to make

the Capitol corridors to wish

presentations and train store owners, managers and person

the new governor well as he
was inaugurated as Minne

nel on 'Code Adam' procedures and otherwise offer assis

sota's 38th chief executive.

of Project Alert.
What can you do? Talk to the store managers in your

offenses.

discrimination. Since any

ropolitan area hold manage
rial or professional jobs,

stores.
In partnership with Walmart, the National Center for

reduction of crimes against children and especially abduc
tions of children," says Ann Scofield, the center's director

American

Jackson added, "The
Rainbow/PUSH Coalition
joins with you, the Congres

and the recent decision to
increase H-1B visas are a

recently electing a 'colorful

"These dedicated private citizens act to ensure the

sought

ment, contracting and chari
table support."
The coalition also gave
specific guidance to federal
and state enforcement agen
cies on investigative strate
gies to root out entrenched

ment advertising.
Although 39 percent of
whites in the San Jose met

abductions have been stopped while they were in progress
at Walmart stores and two have been thwarted in Shop Rite

tance to state and local child safety officials.

tive leadership to the issue.
"The continued government
giveaways to private firms

cern that African Ameri

have

winning
book
'Black
Wealth, White Wealth' by
Ford Foundation Vice Presi
dent Dr. Melvin Oliver and

and unique' new governor,

The

well

wishers

seemed both genuine and
sincere. The new governor

seemed to attract workingclass folks who heavily sup

ported former Governor Ru

community and encourage them to institute 'Code Adam'

dy Perpich, the business el

procedures in their establishments.
You can find out more about 'Code Adam' and Project Alert
by calling the National Center's 24-hour hotline at 1-800-

ite who supported former
Governor A1 Quie and mod

erate and independent vot

TheLost. And, remember that number. It's also the number

ers who provided the base

to use for assistance when a child is missing anywhere in

from which our most recent

the country.,

occupier of the office, Arne

A definitive statement
of this magnitude sends a

As the light is shoned
on Gov. Ventura's record of

political parties. At the same
time, as we pay close atten

tremendously
powerful
message. The message is

initial appointments, as it

tion to what this new gover

should be, let me take this

nor is doing, we need to pay

loud and clear: there are,
according to the governor,

opportunity to shine an even
brighter light on the poten

close attention to what we

no African Americans quali
fied to fill these high level

tial

African

appointments.

other people of color in this

I respectfully disagree.
Although it is the gov
ernor's absolute right to

state. Because state legisla

African Americans, has the
lowest voter-turnout record

tors, senators and this gov

in the state.

appoint whoever he wants to
his cabinet, I must point out

political

power

Americans

of
and

ernor are all newly-elected,
there is a golden opportuni

are doing. Currently, the
Fifth Ward in Minneapolis,
with a large population of

Another noted fact is

win. When wee are keenly
aware of the intricacies of
both policy and govern

ment, we win. When we fol
low through with a sharp
sense of discipline, we win.
When we take action-in-

stead of being reactionary
observers-we win.

Now is the time to
renew our sense of civic
duty,

responsibility

and

ty for people of color to be

that only one African
American now holds a seat

gin to organize around scru

in the entire Minnesota State

stand up and say, "Mr.
Governor,
your
initial

of his and other administra

to him the importance of
making appointments that

tinizing each move that

Legislature. Yes, only one.

appointments are suspect."

tions.

reflect the racial and ethnic

elected

To date, Governor Ven

make-up of the state. I am

whether it be in committee,

We need to look at
immediate ways to improve

tura has appointed 19 new
cabinet level and state offi
cials, none of which are

not advocating a quota ap
pointment system, but I do

on the House floor or in the
office of the governor. There

our record. We must hold

governor know that we will
not only be watching their

our own feet to the fire.

every move, but wed will

believe it is imperative to
share our desire that the

is a vast opportunity to not

We must involve our
selves at every level of local

also be advancing ideas,

day, but also on an ongoing

African American (he did

officials

make;

only put gubernatorial ap
pointments under a micro

reappoint a Native Ameri
can to lead the Veteran Af
fairs Commission).

administration be racially

However, the governor
has stated that race is not a
factor in his selection proc

tifying qualified people of

scope, but also the policies
that emanate from the legis
lature and the governor.

color, then the state-funded
councils of color, the

own record of organizing at

diverse. If the governor is

having a difficult time iden

ess. He says picking the • NAACP and the Minneapo
most qualified person for lis and St. Paul Urban
the job is his only selection Leagues would be wonder
criteria.
ful resources.

4

We must scrutinize our
caucuses, attending precinct
meetings and involving our

selves

in

neighborhood

groups and existing and new

and
state
government,
whether we are invited or
not. Only then will our voic

pride. Now is the time to

Now is the time to let the

proposing policy, monitor
ing and actively engaging in
shaping our state's $12 bil
lion budget and $3 billion

es be heard. Only then will

surplus.

we have a governor who
will not cavalierly dismiss

we watching your appoint

monolithic appointments as
his effort to simply 'appoint

ments, but we are making
appointments on our own

the best qualified'.

calendars to be a part of this

When we organize, we

Governor, not only are

state's inner workings.
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The Honorable Gibbs Class Of '68 Gives Thousands To Community Organizations
ST. PETERSBURG - It
very honorable and a compas
sionate act of kindness and
generosity to see individuals

and groups giving charitably to
organizations who provide a
wide variety of quality ser
vices to residents in the area in
which they lives. This is what
you will always find the ‘Hon
orable’ Gibbs Class of ‘68

ft!

doing throughout the year.

Just
last Wednesday
evening, February 24th at the
Enoch Davis Center, the ‘Hon

orable’ Gibbs Class of ‘68 rec
ognized and contributed more
than $10,000 to community
organizations.
In celebration of Black
History Month, the Class of
‘68 annually pays tribute to 12

outstanding community-based
organizations who have
etched dramatic impacts upon
the quality of life for citizens of
St. Petersburg The following
organizations were recipients
of these monetary contribu
tions: Hospice of the Florida
Suncoast, $1,000.00, Shirley

Davis Fundraising Director;
Happy Workers Kindergarten,
$800.00, Dr. Virginia Irving;
CASA, $500.00; American
Red Cross, $1,000.00; St Pete
Chapter Sickle Cell Founda
tion, $500.00, Mary Murph,

LEGAL NOTICE
CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG
NOTICE OF SPECIAL MUNICIPAL REFERENDUM ELECTION

Notice is hereby given that a Special Municipal Referendum Election will be held in the City of St. Petersburg, Florida on Tuesday, March 23,1999,
between the hours of 7:00 o'clock a.m. and 7:00 o'clock p.m. AT THE POLLING PLACES DESIGNATED FOR THE GENERAL MUNICIPAL
ELECTION TO BE HELD ON MARCH 23,1999, at which time there will be submitted to the voters residing in said City for approval or disapproval
the following:
CHARTER AMENDMENT NO. 1

A PROPOSED CHARTER AMENDMENT PROVIDING FOR A CHARTER REVIEW COMMISSION.
Section One of Ordinance 363-G contains Charter amendment for a Charter Review Commission of nine (9) members to meet every
six (6) years, beginning in the year 2000; provides for appointment of the Commission members, with the Mayor and each member of
the City Council to each appoint one member; provides for the Commission to propose Charter changes which must appear on the bal-

Shall the above-referenced amendment be adopted?

Executive Director; Commu
nity Lupus Support Group,
$500.00, Josephine Morris,

Yes (For)
_____
No (Against) _____

Founder/Director, Black Male
Success Program (JSP),
$500.00, Frank Peterman, Jr.;

A CHARTER AMENDMENT DEFINING WHEN A COUNCILMEMBER IS INELIGIBLE FOR ELECTION TO THIRD CONSEC
UTIVE TERM.

Girls Inc., $500.00, Doris
Williams, Director;

Earth

Mission, $500.00, Deborah

CHARTER AMENDMENT NO. 2

Section One of Ordinance 364-G contains Charter amendments for a limitation of terms for Councilmembers so that no Councilmember
who has or, but for resignation, would have served two (2) full successive terms of office is eligible to be elected to serve as
Councilmember for the succeeding term.
Shall the above-referenced amendment be adopted?

Yes (For)
_____
No (Against) _____

Green, Program Director and
Wilma Lassiter; Events Coor
dinator Uhuru Independent
Community School $500.00,
Amina Camera, Director;
South Side Boys & Girls Gub,
$500,00, Michael Boykins,
Director; St. Peteisbuig Hous
ing Authority Community Ser
vice Program, $500.00, Maria
Scruggs-Weston.

CHARTER AMENDMENT PROVIDING MAYOR VETO POWER AND COUNCIL

The program was excel
lently planned, the reception

Sections One and 1\vo of Ordinance 366-G contain Charter amendments providing that
vides that Council may reconsider an ordinance which has been vetoed and may overri

was warm and everyone did
feel welcome, especially after

Yes (For) '

being greeted by the Gass

No (Against)

President,

Sylvia

CHARTER AMENDMENT NO. 3

A CHARTER AMENDMENT FOR TERM LIMITS FOR THE MAYOR.
Section One of Ordinance 365-G contains Charter amendment for term limitation for the Mayor so that no person who has or but for
resignation, would have served two full successive terms shall be eligible to serve as Mayor for the succeeding term, and provides that
only terms of office commencing on or after April 1, 2001, shall be gicluded in computing successive terms under this section.

Shall the above-referenced amendment be adopted?
Yes (For)
_____
No (Against) _____
CHARTER AMENDMENT NO. 4

Shall the above-referenced amendment be adopted?
_____
_____

Wells-

Moore; City Councilman,

Frank Peterman, Jr.; Prayer led
by class member Alvin Frazier
and the Gass Perspective
given by Valarie BennettWilliams.
Musical interludes played

CHARTER AMENDMENT NO. 5

CHARTER AMENDMENT PROVIDING MAYOR LINE ITEM VETO AND COUNC
Sections One and 7\vo of Ordinance 367-G contain Charter amendments providing th:
budget and appropriation ordinances, and provides that Council may reconsider an ordii
nde the Mayor's veto.
Shall the above-referenced amendment be adopted?
Yes (For)
___
No (Against) _____

and sang throughout the pro

gram rendered by Joe Wash
ington and Janelle Graveley. A
delectable spread of food and
drinks were also provided.
It gives all of us great sense
of pride to be affiliated with
such a unique group as the
‘Honorable’ Gibbs Gass of

‘68. For so long they have

CHARTER AMENDMENT NO. 6

Snvn?nrvMENDMENT N°‘ 6 EXTENDING THE LEASE TERMS AT DEMENS 1
1V1 UNI.

Ordinance 368-G amends Section 1.02 of the Park and Waterfront Property Charter Seel
ten years that can be approved by resolution of City Council without the need for ret
Landing Waterfront Park and also eliminates use of obsolete City Manager terminology.

Shall the above-referenced amendment be adopted?
Yes (For)
_____
No (Against) ____
CHARTER AMENDMENT NO. 7
SKS®*1 N0'7 EXTEND,N0 ™E LEASE TERMS AT

whitted airport and correct.no

proven that the family that

prays together, stays together;
and to whom much is given,

?■»*.U»

SgSKSS

mates use of obsolete City Manager terminology.

much is required and they con
tinue to work hard, giving

Shail the above-referenced amendment be adopted?

back to those who are most

Yes (For)
____
No (Against) _____

««iu.ion or vny council without the need for referendum. It also elim-

deserving.
REFERENDUM - QUESTION NO. 8

The Gibbs Gass of’68 will

present scholarships to deserv
ing high school students later
this year

SELLING WEEKI WACHEE PROPERTY AND USING PROCEEDS FOR PARKS DprocATiA,.,,
BEAUTIFICATION PURPOSES.
riwuetius fur PARKS, RECREATIONAL, PRESERVATION AND

The City Charter classifies that portion of the property owned by the City in the vicinity of Weeki WacheA
j
being waterfront property subject to disposition only upon approval by referendum. S&ll City Couidl LT?—°f US‘ 19 as

nzed to sell this property, subject only to approval by Resolution of City Council, and use the net sale nroeLd 1Jn,ted *lrne> be Mhopreservation or beautification purposes?
3
e lne ne sale Proceeds for parks, recreational
Yes (For)
_____
No (Against) _____
REFERENDUM - QUESTION NO. 9

PROPOSALTO LEVY AD VALOREM TAXES UPTO ONE-HALF MILTO PURCHASE SUNKEN GARDENS.
Ordinance No. 373-G provides; The City of St. Petersburg shall attempt to acquire the facility commnniv b
and surrounding properties; renovate, operate and maintain said facility; pay any claims associated wit^b0^" as .Sunken Gardens"
acquisition; and, levy a special ad valorem tax of up to one-half (1/2) mil for one year'for wc“purow, wWe« tonSIir^!“,ion and

,,.
.
.. .
..
shall the above described ordinance be adopted?

j

to uity Council approval,

Yes (For)
_____
No (Against) _____
Only qualified electors shall be eligible to vote at said election, and each eligible voter must be registered on the official re '

BY ORDER OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA.
Beatrice M. Griswold, City Council Chair
ATTEST: Jane K. Brown, City Clerk
wc 3/4/99,3/11/99,3/18/99

^ion books.
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Pilgrim Child
Development's
Holds Anniversary
Celebration------- —
ST. PETERSBURG - Pilgrim Child Development Center invites al former students

musical entertainment, pony
rides, clown face painting
children’s art display, and

and staff to our 30th Anniversary Celebration and Reunion
on Sunday, April 25,1999. We
are located at Pilgrim Congregational United Church of

Open House. Hot dogs and
cold drinks will be available al
a small cost; other refreshments and all activities are
free.
For more information call

Christ, 6315 Central Avenue.

The celebration begins
with the worship service at
11:00 am., followed by activi-

Diane Brown, Director, 34712217; or Church office, 3471226 evenings, the Joneses,

ties on the grounds from 12:00
noon-2:00 p.m. There will be

327-8402.

18th Annual
Florida Antiquarian
Book Fair
ST. PETERSBURG-The
18th Annual Florida Antiquar

5:30 - 9:30 pan.; Saturday,
March 13 from 11 am. to 6:00

ian Book Fair will be held Fri

pan. and Sunday, March 14

day, March 12 through Sun
day, March 14, 1999 at The
Coliseum, 535 Fourth Avenue

from Noon to 5 pan.

North in St. Peteisbuig. More
than 115 dealers from 23 dif

be demonstrating their on-line

ferent states, Canada and Eng
land will exhibit and offer for
sale rare and out of print books,

Will

first editions, fine bindings,
maps, prints, autographs, doc
uments and paper collectibles.

There will be thousands of
items in hundreds of categories
for eveiy level of collector.
The three-day event will
be held Friday March 12 from

Each day of the Book Fair,
Advance Book Exchange will

computerized service which is
the “World’s Laigest Source of
Out of Print Material.”

Friends of the St. Peters
burg Public Library will bene
fit from ticket sales. The Flori
da Antiquarian Book Fair is
co-sponsored by the Tampa
Tribune. For more information
about the Fair, call (727) 8223278,(727)525-0422.

You! Can Hake A Difference help support our paper by
patronizing our advertisers!

WHIPLASH
Rev. Manual Sykes Hosts Force For
Change - The Black Church Week Of Prayer
1
|

.

;

?
■
|

Healing of AIDS, originally
known as the Harlem Week of
Prayer for the Healing of

has many years of experience
working with HIV/AIDS and

AIDS, this national awareness
program is designed to educate
and mobilize African Ameri

The weekend seminar will
include HIV/AIDS Basics,
How to Talk to Teens About
HIV/AIDS; How to Start an

FREE AUTO INJURY
EVALUATION

MEDICAL &
CHIROPRACTIC CARE
CASA

Free Spinal Exam & X-Rays
va,ue

can religious congregations to

become community centers
for
education
about
HIV/AIDS prevention, treat
ment and compassionate care.

Register at
Ferg's
City Recreation
Centers
or Call casa at
727-895-4912
orthem Trust Bank of F

t

HIV/AIDS Ministry; Issues of

DerbvLane

Women, Children and Family
I

Units and Issues of People

n

Over 50.
The Seminar is held the

day before the Black Church
Week of Prayer for the Healing
Rev. Rosetta Du Boise

ST. PETERSBURG - A
seminar for the African Amer
ican Community and all com
munities of Faith will be held
at Bethel Community Baptist

Church, 1045 16th Street
South on March 6,1999 from
8:30 - 3:30 p.m. Keynote

6553 - 46th St. N., Suite 905
Pinellas Park, FL 33781

are expected to be in atten

Pager:

York City.

dance.
Sunday, March 7 through
March 13, 1999 marks the

Fax:

2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St.Petersburg, FL 33705
MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS
$30.00 - Yearly • $15.00 - 6 Months
Name__

State

Zip Code

Acropolis Chiropractic & Sports Medicine
6499 - 38th Ave. N., Suite G-1, St. Pete, FL
We work closely with the area's most respected attorneys
to enable you to receive what you are entitled to.

/fc

— JUST FOR YOU WE HAVE—

1-727-402-3333

833-8700

1-727-520-8765

Drive-Thru • Carry Out
"Bar-B-Q-ing Is Our
Business"

Special Customers.
Close Relationships.
The Right
_ Bank.
Our Customers are special to us.
They have chosen us to provide
solutions tor their financial needs.
By taking the time to get to know
them personally, we establish
close working relationships and
are able to suggest financial
services that benefit them most.

Phone_
Is this a renewal?----- If so, who is your carrier?----------------- ----- -

Shirley’s Soul Food
1550- 1 6th Street South

823-7685

Dine In / Take Out
"The Best
SOUL FOOD"

CONNIE'S
BAR-B-QUE
1795 - 16th Street
South
894-3258

Due to the rising costs of printing
JjR

Dr. Doug Arvanitis

Extended Hours For NCAA Final Four Visitors

Come ta Unitedand experience .
this
relationship.

Address

■■ w w

1100 - 16th Street South
Phone: 1-727-520-1888

tenth observance of the Black
Church Week of Prayer for the

■

RIB MASTER

come to attend, many churches from the surrounding cities

THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER

City-----

Mr. Mike's Gourmet Foods, Inc,

speaker is Rev. Rosettaa
DuBoise Gadson from St.t.
Luke AME Church, Newv

Rev. Rosetta DuBois Gad1-

Dr. Alex Petro

FLORIDARESTAURANT
CHARITIES

of AIDS. Everyone is wel-

son, previously from the Balmn
In Gilead, an AIDS Servicee
Oiganization responsible forir

The Pain is Real
No Waiting!
347-1340

starting and organizing the
Black Church week of Prayer
for the Healing of AIDS, she

is on the board of directors for
the AIDS National Interfaith
Network in Washington, DC.

Get Fast Relief of Nagging
Back & Neck Pain

Take-Out Only

Carrier Delivery will now be:

SPOTLITES
1536 1 6th Street So.
<^^896 - 1066\^^

HAPPY HOUR
Every Friday 5-8 pm.

» RED’S
SNAK SHAK
1701 - 16th Street South
Fine Food • Quick Service • Low Prices

Open 10:30 a.m. 'til 3 a.m,.

"Home of the Big Red Burger,
and the Best Tasting,
Cheapest Chicken in Town"

$ Merchandise Store
T-Shirts, Crafts &
Gift ideas
Grocery Stores
Gas Stations
& Much, Much More

Shop With The Fastest Growing Business District In Town

6 Months - $9.00

16TH STREET BUSINESS ASSOCIATION

Make checks payable to: The Weekly Challenger

z

A
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Fresh,Fast n’ Friendly!

Boneless, Skinless
Chicken Breast
SAVE $1.00 lb.

Pepsi
Diet Pepsi, Pepsi One
& Mountain Dew
24 Pack, 12 oz. Cans

II Preferred

i ffeJK

CM

________

SpecialPriceWith

Charmin
Bath Tissue
SAVE $2.00 ea.
12 Double Rolls or
24 Regular Rolls

Without PCC Card $6.99 ea.

Juicy Sweet
Nectarines
& Plums

referret

./customs

.

am

i mo T*tw r-»™.wa wwj

SAVE $1.10 lb.

Without PCC Card $1.99 lb
REAL VANILLA
NATURAL VANILLA with
BEAN SPECKS

SAVE $4.18 on 2, Half Gallon
Assorted Varieties

Rotisserie
Chicken

rerred

for

SAVE $2.98 on 2,
Select Varieties

Without PCC Card 2/$9-18

Have you signed up for the dub?
The Kash n’ Karrv Preferred Customer Club
rewards you by giving you savings on

hundreds of items and so much more.

rerred

Prices Effective

F
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We reserve the right to limit quantities & correct printing errors.
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Without PCC Card 2/$9 98
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Mae Belle McKav Retires

From Page.l

EE

Police Department
Job Fair/Open
To Auction
House Scheduled Unclaimed Bicycles
At SPJC----- -------

Summer
Employment

Volunteer Book
Sorters Needed
Goodwill Industries Suncoast

ST.PETERSBURG-The

bicycles will be sold in “As Is”
condition. Cash and local

ticipants.
Co-sponsoring the day
long event with SPJC is Pro-

St. Peteisbuig Police Depart
ment will auction unclaimed

ST.PETERSBURG-The
City of St. Peteisbuig is cur

checks with proper identifica

rently accepting applications

bicycles to the public on Satur
day, March 6, starting at 8 am.

tion will be accepted. There

will be NO rain date.

for Summer Recreation Aides
for 11 Recreation Center loca

Link, a human resource and
public relations consulting

in the covered patio area next
to the front lobby at 1300 First

An estimated 200 bicycles
in varied conditions will be

tions in St. Peteisbuig.

Peteisbuig Junior College.
More than 40 recruiters

film.

Avenue North.
Registration begins at 7:30

auctioned. For more informa

over 200 aides to assist in the
Summer Playcamp Program

from business tind industry are
slated to be on hand for the

Fifth Avenue North, and the
gym is located on the Eighth

event. Representatives from

Avenue side. Plenty of free

various departments through

parking is available.

ST. PETERSBURG - A
combination of Job Fair/Open

House will take place March 9,
from 9:30 am. to 7 pm. in the
gymnasium on the St. Petersbuig/Gibbs Campus of St.

to share information with par

The campus is at 6605

out the college will be present

Nexus - Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials — Menders
Revlon — T.C.B. - Bantu

HIRES HAIRSTYLING
3427 - 11th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33713

Telephone: 323-8649

TERRY K. BRADLEY

Bradley Education Center

am. There will be no pre

tion contact the Police Records
Section, 893-7560.

Open 6 Days Mon.-Sat.
(727) 827-0554

Applicants must be 18 years of

ST.

PETERSBURG-

needs volunteers to sort books

age or older and will be subject
to background checks. Apply
to St Peteisbuig Recreation

at our Gandy Boulevard facili
ty in St. Peteisbuig. Duties will
include categorizing and pric

Dept. 1400 19th Street North,
St. Peteisbuig 8 am. to 5 pm.
in person or call 893-7441 for

ing book shelves in our store.

more information.

ing books, as well as re-stock

Your efforts will benefit Book-

reading program, as well as
Goodwill-Suncoast’s
pro
grams for adults with disabili
ties or other barriers.

Must love working with
books and people.
For more information,
please call Jinnie Kerdi at
(727)523-1512.

works, an early childhood
gipJfapjpTplplRjplpTi

inspection prior to the sale and

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS

PICK OF
THE
WEEK!
4-13-14
21-23-40
CA$H 3
395 147 206
530
169 582 078

Tutorial • Test Prep. • Continuing Education

Bldg., 475 Central Ave.
srsburg, FL. 33701

The Recreation Dept. hires

for 11 weeks of full time work.

7-3 1-5 2-8
4-8 2-6 5-3

Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser

HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?
Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God given power to help
you overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

I was having bad luck, miser
able and it seemed like every
thing was against me. Just a
few visits to Rev. Mother
Superior Williams and now I'm
doing fine with a good home
and good man who loves me.
- Hillary Williams

4

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends,
enemies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true
or false; How to gain the love you most desire, control or
influence the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell
you of lucky numbers. She has helped thousands, through all
walks of life. She will advise on love, marriage, business,
health, divorces, lawsuits, luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells,
success and evil influences of all kinds. Tells who your friends
and enemies are. Guarantees to remove all evil and bad luck!
WHY SUFFER when you can be helped and freed from all
your troubles?
Don't fail to call or write to her today.

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581

7

8
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North Central Florida
made a way out of no way. In
her 89 yeais I am quite suer

] Society In
Ocala

■

Ocala
News

I by James Thorpe

by
I Florence Williams Ray

A Musical Journey from There
to Here - - Yonder

African American History
celebration was held Sunday,

U.F. in Gainesville (Ocala).

Rev. George Lee, Pastor. Sis
ter, Lois Lilley, Mistress of
Ceremony; Devotional Ser
vice the Deacon’s Ministry “A Charge To Keep I Have.”

Black Jet Pilot U.S. Navy

from there

Georgia Jackson

church located at 606 S.W.
Broadway.
On March 11-12, 1999
Youth Revival with the Rev.

CELEBRATES 70TH

BIRTHDAY

Georgia Jackson and the
Rev. Freddie Lofton birthday
is January 26. On that date,
Georgia, Rev. Lofton and wife,
shared lunch at the Ocala
Hilton in Ocala.
On January 29th the cele
bration continued with 75 fam

ily members and friends at

Jackson’s home. Friends came
from all over Florida to join in

of

Pinkston and Alice McComb

of Plantation, Florida at 7 pm.;
March 28th, Rev. Qarence
Cotton and congregation of
Meadow Fork Baptist Church,
Greenville, S.C. at 11 am.
The public is invited to
help lift up the name of Jesus.
The Rev. O. V Pinkston is pas
tor. Sister Donia Reeves is
Chair.
g|g

COVENANT OBSERVES

Birthday Greetings

100TH CHURCH

go out to Zelma Finley, March

1st; Jesse Edwards, March 5th,
Jeremy Vickers and Judy
Blocker, March 6th; Ella Mae
Gillings and Carrie V. Wood-

berry, March 8th.

activities taking place at the

Gainesville 100
Black Men Chapter
Awarded Mentoring
Grant---------------GAINESVILLE - The
Gainesville, FL Chapter of
100 Black Men of America

expected to raise an additional
40 percent in matching funds.

The Nike 100 Strategic
Covenant Alliance Program is

has been awarded a $25,000
grant for its Knights of the 100

an extraordinary partnership
between a vital, proactive,

Academic Mentoring Pro
gram. The grant comes from a
$3 million fund which is pro

community-based non-profit
organization and concerned
corporation which has demon

vided by Nike, Inc., and is
administered by the national

strated, through its community
investments and outreach

office of 100 Black Men of
America, Inc. to 35 regional
chapters.

The
grant
to
the
^Gainesville, FL chapter is to

support their Knights of the
100 Academic Mentoring Pro
gram which provides academ

ic intervention to high school

students through regular moni
toring and mentoring. Each
chapter receiving funding is

activities worldwide, that it

cares about education, enter
prise and sports,” said Tommy
Dortch, chairman of 100 Black

Men of America, Inc. “This
year alone, through this part

nership, we have awarded
more than $484,000 to chap
ters across the country, reach
ing more than 16,500 people.”

•Ronald

Coleman-First

(Ocala).
•James Roy-First Black

Colonel, U.S. Army (Ocala).
•Eugene Swift, Sr.-First
Black Postman (Ocala).
•Gertha M. Bouie-First
Black Cosmetologist Instruc
tor at C.F.C.C. (Ocala).
•Daniel Brown-First Black
Carrier, Ocala Star Banner
(Ocala).
These are just a few of our
leaders in and around Ocala.

We will be having more in the
future.

Back, Guide Me Oh, Thou
Great Jehovah.

Florida Memorial Chorale

Traditional Gospel

from here to yonder

There will be a concert on
March 11,1999 at 7:00 p.m. at

Margaret Chappelle Narra
tor. Doris Fields Andrews,

the Theological Seminary,

Guide Me Oh Thou Great
Jehovah; Darlene Lewis,

sored by the Florida Memorial

Amazing Grace; Willie Me
Craw, I Am Redeemed;
Bernard Smith, He Knows

Just How Much We Can Bear;
James Thorpe, You Must Be
Bom Again
Contemporary Gospel ’

1105 N.W. 4th Street. Spon

Alumnus, Jennie Styles, presi
dent, Dr. Qency is the director.

Donations will be accepted.
If you like spirituals,

hymns, traditional gospel, con
temporary gospel, come and
hear these singers, and show
our love. This is our Black col

James Green, Narrator.

lege out of Miami, FL, so

Rev. Doris Fields-Andrews,
I’ll Fly Away; Rose D. Jenkins,

please come and support them.

How Much I Love You;
Samantha Speed, God Is A
Good God.

Golden Age Senior

by

Remarks

Jerome

Brown, Multi-cultural Com
mittee Chairman.

Happy birthday greetings

ANNIVERSARY

Baptist in Ocala will celebrate
it’s 100th Church Anniversary.
There will be many religious

Herring

Jacobs and congregation at 7
pm.; March 21st, Cornerstone
Laying at 3 pm.; March 27th,
Organ Concert with Dr. Alfred

worker and caring friend.
$********$$$**$

March Covenant Missionary

Marie

Hawthrone, Florida at 3 pm.;
March 19th Rev. Stanley

the celebration. Georgia
received many gifts including
cards and monies. The dinner
was served Five Star Style and
all enjoyed 'the fun-filled
evening.
Family members prayed
that the Lord will continue to
bless this untiring community

During the month of

Spirituals, Jessie Swift,
Narrator. Songs Go Down
Moses, Swing Low, Steal
Away and Lay Down my Bur
dens, James Thorpe and the
Male Chorus.
Hymns
Patrick Hadley, Narrator.
Songs, Lord I Want Turn

Keith Blunt at 7 pm; March
14th, 200 Women In White
with

•Jesse McCary - First
Black Secretary of State
(Ocala).
’ ‘Tyrone Young-Fust Black

February 28 at Greater
Hopewell Baptist Church.

A Musical Journey

GEORGIA JACKSON

Rosetta
Cohen
Forshee

*

We are praying for our pas
tor who is in the hospital and
couldn’t be with us. Also Sis.
Willie Mae Lewis, Rev.
Richards Howard in charge.
Ethnic Soul Food Feast
was held in the Fellowship
Hall. Collard Greens, Green

Beans,
Purlow
Rice,
Mac/Cheese, Chicken, B.B.Q
Pigs Feet, Fried Turkey, Potato
Salad, Com Bread, Cake; Pie

and Iced Tea, what a meal!

Citizen Gub

Will hold their monthly
meeting on Tuesday March
16th at 3:00 p.m. at Lillian
Biyant Recreation Center, the
president is asking members to

please be present to start plan
ning for the summer.
***************

Queen Victory Lodge #50

Will hold their monthly
meeting on Tuesday, March
9th at 8:00 pun. at R.R. Baily

Lodge Hall all brothers are
asked to be present. James
Thorpe W.M.
*****$**#***$**
Greater Hopewell

M.B. Church

Black History Month is

over for another year, I do hope
we will for the next 10 months,
keep on teaching our children
about Black History and keep
the dream alive!
Did You Know:

The Missionary Society
Schedule:

*3/6, Outreach Share Day
at 10 a.m. at the church;
*3/10 - Mission Prayer
Meeting at 6:30 pan. at the
church;

•Robert Bryant - the first
*3/14-Mission
Prayer
Black Superintendent out of Breakfast at 8:00 a.m. and
Marion County (Ocala).
*3/14-Missionary Day
•EJ. Williams - First Black Program, 3:30 at the church.
Pol iceman (Ocala).
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REWARD!

i

For any information leading to the i
person or persons responsible for
vandalizing the Weekly Challenger
1
newspaper boxes.
Call 896-2922 with any information.

CONSTRUCTION TECHNICIAN - TEMPORARY

MT.
OLIVE
CHURCH

BAPTIST

Tampa. Many nieces, nephews

and cousins complete her fam

ily.
On Sunday, February 28th,
Mt. Olive Baptist Church of

Summerfield held their “Black
History Month” Program. Sis.
Juanita Harris wife of pastor,
Leroy Harris was coordinator
of this service.

The program began with
all singing “We Shall Over
come”. Participants, Luvenia
Rhodes, Bessie Brady, Edwina

Walker, Torshee Hudson, and
Crystal Canfall shared some
very exciting and interesting
information on Martin Luther
King, Jr., Mary McLeod
Bethune and Frederick Dou
glass just to name a few of the
famous black historians that

was mentioned.
Pettina Walker chose to
speak of the great accomplish
ments her mother, Edwina has
made as a single parent She
said that her mom was always

there for she and her brother
Earl. That her mom was her
best friend, and even though

she works very hard in the
field of nursing, she could
always count on her mother to
be there when she needed her.
I was on program also and
even though there are many
world famous people I could
have spoken about, I instead
decided to hondr one of our
very own. Aperson who down
through the years has not only
made a positive difference in
the lives of others; but who has
always never put anyone or
anything other than God. and
her family first in her life.

I have lived in the commu
nity of Summerfield for almost
31 years, and I have been

Her grandparents, Hanson

Wade and Channie Hector
were the founders of Mt. Olive
Baptist Church. She joined this
church in 1919 at 10 years of
age when Rev. SJ. Hemming-

way was pastor. .This makes

her not only a dedicated and
faithful member, but the oldest
surviving member who has
untiringly worked in any posi
tion that was asked of her. In
her 79 years of membership
she has been present at almost
eveiy church service and func
tion.
After completing her edu
cation here in Marion County,

that she has proven heiself to
be a strong Black woman. She
may have sometimes stum
bled in her many endeavors. I
can imagine that she may have
grown weary and given out,
but she never gave up. We wit
nessed that by her presence at
this program.
Cornelia Roberts is worthy

check from the Marion Manufacturer’s Association that will

Edwina Walker passed out red
carnations to all senior citizens

utive year the association has

and organized a Soul Food
Dinner in the dining hall which

was held immediately follow
ing the program.

The power of a
woman is a gift
given to her by
God - Use it to the
goodness and to
the Glory of Him;
allow your light to
shine before all
men. ‘

This is the second consec

donated to the fund. Last year,
it raised more than $5,000

with an additional $6,000 tobe
matched by the state of Flori
da, according to Pealer.

The scholarship fund was
created to benefit manufactur
ing and engineering students in
the business area. Pealer antic
ipates granting $450 to quali
fied students this coming fall

term. The amount dispersed is
expected to increase to $750
by the next school year as the
fund continues to grow.

Light
Of The
World

being allowed in establish- i

ments without the young white (
child she was caring for at that1

here to Tampa because the
Black section which consisted

OCALA - CFCC Founda
tion President Dr. Cash Pealer
recently accepted a $4,000

go toward the college’s
Endowed Scholarship Fund.

shared many stories with me |
about how tough it was being.
black back in those years. Not I

back of a greyhound bus from

Fund

of honor and was given a
standing ovation at the conclu
sion of the program.
As an added surprise,

she moved to Winter Park in
1928 and then to New York in
1941. She worked in the
homes of many as a house
keeper and nanny. She has!

time or having to stand in the

Marion Manu
facturer’s Assn.
Raises Money
For Scholarship

By Daniel Banks
Are you taking good are of
your soul? The question is
two-fold in it’s inquisition. Are

asked Cain, “'Where is Abel
thy brother?” In defiant

response, Cain lied to God and
said, “I know not.” But the

of the last 2 seats, was full.
Drinking out of “colored only”
water fountains, using the back
door of businesses where she
had no choice but to shop and
spend her hard earned money.
Working 12 hour days, 6 days
a week for less than $5 a week.

you taking good care of your
soul, personally? I mean the
one God placed inside of your
mortal body. I mean the one(s)
that God has assigned to your
life!
I believe that each ofus has
a God-given responsibility to
do the things things that will

These are ordeals Mis. Roberts
lived and experienced. But she

ensure our individuals soul’s
salvation. Despite the cravings

ears are not heavy that He can
not hear, declared until Cain,
“...the voice of thy brother’s

of the flesh, we must take such

blood crieth unto Me from the

good care of our own souls
that the Almighty will grant us

ground!: From there our Pure

made those sacrifices because
she had no other means of
working and helping her fami

ly-

Lord God who had made
heaven and earth, and eveiything that in them is; Whose

eye is in eveiy place beholding
the good and the evil, whose
hands are not shortened that
He cannot save, and whose

and Righteous Lord went on to
curse Cain for killing his broth

blessed to witness one of the

She moved back to Sum

strongest women I’ve ever
come to know. She has given

merfield in 1949 when her

admission into heaven some
day soon. The Bible admon
ishes us to love the Lord with

grandmother suffered a stroke.
Putting family first she nursed
first her grandmother and then

all our heart, mind, body, and
soul. St John 3:16 states, “For
God so loved the world that

receive his brother’s blood.

her mother until both passed
away in the early 1960’s. Upon
their death she Was left in
charge of her youngest brother,

He gave His only begotten
Son, that whosoever believeth

Yes, I am my brothers keeper.
I must keep my own soul and

in Him should not perish, but

that of those the one True God
has entrusted to my care.

me some positive examples to
learn from and live by. I speak

of none other than Mt. Olives’
Church Mother, Cornelia

Roberts.

Bom December 16, 1909
in Summerfield to Elizabeth
Shelton and Dillon Roberts,

Hemy, who was a teenager,
her nephew, Charles Rhodes

she is the oldest surviving of
13 children. Also remaining of

and
her
granddaughter,
Jacqueline. Those were hard

her siblings are: Herbert

yeais back then she says, there

Roberts of Winter Park, FL,
D.R.Roberts of Ocala and
Henry Shelton of Marietta,

was never enough money, but
she always saw to it that they
were given the very best she

GA. She is the mother of 1

Tampa and the grandmother of

could provide; loving care,
material comforts and spiritual
nourishment.

1, Jacqueline Johnson of

Time and time again she

child,

Elouise

Brown of

IT pPEWGPLD
p

1 13 r i n a

have everlasting life.” Acts
19:2 asks, “Have ye received
the Holy Ghost Since ye
believed?” It is also my sin

er and pronounced upon him
the sentence of being a fugitive
and a vagabond in the earth
that had opened her mouth to

Some of us have wives,
husbands, children, parents,

extended family and friends.
We are to minister tc the needs

cere religious belief that
Almighty God, in His wisdom
is holding us responsible for

of all God gives to us.

the loving care and upkeep of
the souls He places in our lives,

ministry, took

or assigns to our lives.
In the book of Genesis,
chapter 4, verse 9; after Cain
had murdered Abel, the Lord

Jesus, dining His earthly
rsonal inven

tory one day, as He prayed to
the Father in St. John 17:1112: “Holy Father,” he began,
Please see pg. 9

United Theological Seminary
and
Bible College
Extension Ocala, Florida
Second Bethlehem Baptist Association

Dr. O.V. Pinkston, Moderator
Dr. Fred Maeweathers, Sr., Center Director
Dr. B.F. Martin, President

810 N.W. 25th Avenue • Suite 101

352-351-5029 OR 352-237-5215

Ocala, Florida 34475
(352) 351-2582
Toll Free: 1-888-313-6548 • FAX (352) 351-5785

Monday

Tuesday

Email: ofponder@typeworld.com

8:30-9:30

9:00 AM-

Website: http//www.typeworld.com

PM

REQUISITION #T207-99-02
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

12:00 PM

Saturday

and

We deliver anywhere in the State of Florida and beyond

"Greater Hopewei
Baptist Church
515 N.W. 6tli Terrace, Ocala
Rev. George W. Lee, Pastor
Sunday School................ 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship............ 11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ... .5 p.m.
Evening Worship.............. . .6 p.m.
Prayer Service & Bible Study
Wednesday...................... 6:30 p.m.

8:00 AM-

Are you interested in working on the revitalization of neighbor
hood projects? This may be the job for you. This is sub-profes
sional and technical work performing inspections and supervis
ing construction of new and rehabilitated houses. Graduation
from an accredited high school or possession of an acceptable
equivalency diploma and no less than two years experience in
construction rehabilitation, single family new construction, cost
estimating or specification writing. Computer skills and simple
drafting required. Long term grant position. Salary: $10.00 per
hour. CLOSING DATE: 3/14/99. APPLICATIONS MUST
INCLUDE SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER. EOE/AA/ADA/
Vets preferred. App. subject to disclosure per Florida Public
Records Law. Call (352) 334-5077 for more information.

10:15 AM

6:30 PM-

See us for your printing needs
Letterhead*Envelopes*Tickets*Brochures’Souvenir Books’Invitations
(wedding/social/graduation)
Forms*Flyers*Catalogs’Business Cards’Newsletters’Price Lists

•Carbonless Forms'Pocket Folders'Bumper Stickers»Four Color
Process Printing*Ad Speciality Items

9:30 PM

Offering Degrees in Theology, Religious Education,

and Certification in Two Extension Courses
Masters Program

External Studies in the areas above for residents
over 60 miles away

African American owned and operated commercial print shop
Member of Ocala/Marion Chamber of Commerce

LOCATED AT:
1105 Northwest 4th Street, Ocala, Florida 34475

Member of NAPL (National Association of Printers & Lithographers)

Main Campus in Monroe, Louisiana

State of Florida Minority Business Enterprise Certified
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North Central Florida
More Youth
Fair Photos
from last week

PAYMENTS
FINANCE
CHARGES*

Louies

Louies
7

LS&7

Home Improvement Warehouse

See Store For Details

Purchases Of s300 Or More!

22a vaRD-Mar

TORO

Product Demonstrations, 8am - 4pm
Mower Maintenance Clinic, 10am

LAWN-BOY

’1488
17 Hf’ 42" Cut

Jgk

Light of the
World from pg. 8

Your Choke Of One Of The
f 00f»j> fort. Gas String Ti
t&Gas Blower With The P

Pedal Drive Lawn Tractor
|M|8|L

WW
X.

“Keep through Thine own

name those whom thous hast
given me, that they may be

*lntek OHV engine provides full pressure

lubrication and spin-on oil filter •Infinite
speed pedal drive transmission ’Mulch kit,
idjustable seat, hour meter and system
monitor package included #33280

0?Otver
Boete

The Only
Home Improvement Warehouse
That Carries

one, as we are. While I was
with them in the world, I kept
them in Thy name: those that
thou gayest, me, J have kept,

and none of them is lost, but
the son of perdition; that the

scripture might be fulfilled.”

Note that Jesus used the word
Hi

“kept” which answers Cain’s

Gas Trimmer

20 HP, 46" Cut
Pedal Drive Lawn
Tractor

question of old ‘Am I by

brother’s keeper?” If we are to
follow Jesus’ excellent exam

ple, then we are to keep those

•Industrial/Commercial engine 'Infinite
speed pedal drive transmission
•Separate choke'and throttle 'Gear and
segment steering’Single lever blade and
deck engagement #83288

the holy Father has commend

ed to our care. Are you taking
good care of your soul? Jesus
took care of His souls by lov
ing them? Are you sharing the

#47129

Our Certified Outdoor Power
Equipment Specialists Are
Ready To Give You Advice
& Answer Your Questions!

,Friday,
.3 DAYS
ONLY.'
Saturday & Sunday

love of Jesus? Do you know
Him in the pardoning of your
own sins? For only until then
can you love enough to shoe

another the love, the depth, the

richness, the security of know
ing Jesus as personal Lord and

Savior. Only if you’ve invited
inside, can you ever even

Yard Machines

51499

obtain enough power to love

another, in spite of their faults
and their treatment to you. A
male is not a real man until the
Holy Spirit lives on the inside!
A female is not a real woman
until the Holy Ghost prevails

in her life! It is a true saying,
“Real men love Jesus?” (and

You Won't Find A
Grenier Selection
Of Quality MTD
Products To
Address Your
Lawn tare Needs

Yard Machines

the Spirit of God to live on the

51299

Yard Machines

Twin Slade Lawn Tractor
•Twin II™ Industrial/Commercial engine *7
speed “Shift-On-The-Go” drive •Dura-Sore’
cast-iron cylinder sleeve last longer while
providing improved oil control #62127

•Twin II” Industrial/Commercial engine with
spin on oil filter 'Separate choke and I
throttle 'Gear and segment steering for
tight 24" turning radius #64506

•Twin engine with filter *14 speed hi/lo
range transmission •Separate choke and
throttle *6ear and segment steering
•Greased fittings #65354

you never really know Him
until you receive the. Holy
Yard machines]

$1199

51949

20 HF; 46" Cut
Triple Blade Lawn Tractor
21 HP, 46" Cut
With Automatic Transmission Triple Slade Garden Tractor

Ghost!”).
In short, if we would pray
for one another, assist each

Yard Machines

Yard Machines

Twin Slade Lawn Tractor

Twin Blade Lawn Tractor With
Automatic Transmission

•Overhead Valve Industrial/Commercial
engine *7 speed “Shift-On-The-Go”
transaxle for no lurch starts ’Separate
choke and throttle ’Gear and segment
steering, tight 24" turning radius #62055

•0HV Industrial/Commercial engine with
cast iron sleeve for longer engine life •Sep
arate choke and throttle <5ear and seg
ment steering for tight 24" turning radius
•Caster camber steering design #64443

other, love genuinely, fast

Personol Pore®-The New

[

tosy-Stride' SelfPropelled System
For Mewing At
Variable Speeds

YaRD-MaN

•eieblieeBryWerTeUewThe Speed Of The Mower Reeds
To Hnturol Wolliieq Pace.

TORO.

Making it easier

before God, and study the

Word, God would move on
our behalf. In tad, we could
move Him to do great things in
our lives and in our land. Of a
truth, we need a spiritual

I W

4 HP 22" Cut

6 HP, 21" Personal Pace®

6.5 HR 21" Cut

■ ** **

High Wheel Mulching Mower

Self-Propelled Mulching Mower

Self-Propelled Mulching Mower

Self-Propelled Mulching Mower

•Quattro engine •Muffler guard and preset
throttle *9 position adjustment #63165

•Intek OHV Engine •Peep domed rear bagging
deck for excellent mulching performance #95313

•DuraForce™ commercial grade engine *4-in-1 system:
mulch, side discharge, side bag or rear bag #66653

•Exclusive GTS-XL engine is 30% quieter and more
durable ‘Exclusive “Bag on Demand” feature #00589

revival in the land!
Sometimes, we feel to
important and too dignified to
get involved with people and

Open 7 Pays A Week For Your Convenience

their situations but St. Mark
8:36 reads, “For what shall it

If You Happen To Find A Lower
Price, We'll Match It PLUS
Take Off An Additional 10*!

profit a man, if he shall gain the

Why Do You Think
We're Called Lowe's!

whole world, and lose his own
soul? Or what shall a man give
in exchange for his soul?

6.5 HP, 21" Cut 2-ln-1 High Wheel

'’a

li

miatCAN 1 OSI BSBH
0

ill

Lowe's of Ocala
3535 SW 36th Ave
(352) 237-7600

Monday - Thursday: 7am - 9pm
Saturday: 7am - 9pm
and Sunday: 8:30am - 7pm

'WWW.

LOWES

l com

*We guarantee our everyday competitive prices. if you find a lower everyday or advertised price on an identical stock Hem at any local retail competitor that hae the item in stock, we’ll beat their price by '0% when you buy from us. Juot bring us the competitors current ad. or «
can to verify the item’s price that you have found. Cash/charge card and carry purchases only. Competitors closeout, special order, discontinued, clearance, liquidation and damaged items are excluded from this offer. Limited to reasonable quantities for homeowner and onehouse order quantities for cash and carry contractors. Current in-store price, if lower, overrides Lowe's advertised price. rice guarantee honored at all Lowe's retail locations. Labor charges for product installation are excluded from our price guarantee offer in our stores with j
Installed Sales Program. Visit store for complete details. Prices May Vary After March 16.1999, If There Are Market Variations. See Store For Details Regarding Product Warranties. We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities.
"Through March 16. 1999 all Troy-Silt*. MTD, Toro Sabre, Marcher. Slack & Pecker & Lawn Soy single item purchases of $300 or more get 6 months no payments when purchased on existing or newly opened Lowe's Credit Card. If the promotional purchase and any optional credi
insurance charges are paid in full by the end of the promotional period, finance charges will be waived. Monthly payments are not required (for 6 months] on qualified purchases during the promotional period, finance charges and any optional credit insurance charges on your
promotional purchase will be billed from date of purchase, but finance charges will be credited if you pay the full purchase price and any optional insurance charges by the end of the promotional period. If you do not, you will be responsible for these charges. The APR is 21% exc
in AR The APR in AR is 14%. Minimum monthly finance charge is $1.00 except in IA. In IA the minimum monthly finance charge >s 150 Regular credit terms will continue to apply to your non-promotional purchases. Offer is subject to credit approval by Monogram Credit Card
Bank of Georgia, business Accounts excluded.

Again, I ask you, are you tak

ing good care of your soul?

Lowe's 1999 Lowe's Is A Registered Trademark 01LF Corporation #990
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Don't Miss Harlem Globetrotters ’March Madness’ Basketball
For Exceptional Students
1999 World Tour Appearance
TAMPA - Hillsborough
County Public Schools’ four

Center. Tournament players
are selected from among stu

exceptional student centers
will participate in their annual
‘March Madness’ basketball
tournament Monday, March 8,

dents at Plant City, Eisenhow

be a major benefit in the lives

Company, the University of

of ‘at risk’ children,” Deputy
Superintendent Beth Shields
said. “It serves as a ‘bridge’ to
their re-integration into school

Tampa, Jesuit High School
and Southern Cross United

er, Parkhill and Dorothy
Thomas Exceptional Student
Centers based on their
improved performance in the

at the University of Tampa.
The tournament begins at classroom.
“This event has proven to
10:30am in Martinez Sports

States Armed Services. Also

participating in the event are

school district and county gov
and community life.”
Major sponsors of the ernment personnel.
The tournament concludes
event include the title sponsor,
Children’s Hospital at St. at 2:30pm.

Joseph’s, as well as Casper’s

Harlem Globetrotter
To Speak At Lake
vista Rec Center----ST. PETERSBURG Harlem Globetrotter Advance
Ambassador and 6’4” guard
Barry ‘High Rise’ Hardy will

TAMPA - For the second
Funniest Basketball Player.
‘High Rise’ was the recipient consecutive year, the Florida
of the Globetrotter Legacy A&M University Women’s
Award, a commemorative Softball Team has accepted an

(11am vs. Iowa and 7pm vs.

speak to youth in the aftercare
program at Lake Vista Recre
ation Center Monday, March
8th, at 4pm. This facility was

ring, honoring the excellence invitation to compete in the
of athletes who have played Speedline Invitational Softball
more than three years with the Tournament taking place

then qualify for the single

team. Hardy has toured more March 4-7,1999, in Tampa.
than 30 counties with the Glo
The Lady Rattlers wall be
one of 24 teams from around
betrotters.
A three-time National the nation competing in the

and Sunday morning. The
final two teams will play at

selected to encourage youth to
study in school. Hardy advises
them to “Stay in shape, keep
focused on what you are doing

and get an education. Dream
your dreams and work hard to

make sure your dream comes
L-R: Matt 'Showbix' Jackson, 'Sweet' Lou Dunbar and Paul 'Showtime' Gaffney

ST. PETERSBURG Tickets are on sale for St
Petersburg’s only appearance
of the 1999 Harlem Globetrot
ters World Tour. Known as the
most popular, most recog
nized, and most revered bas
ketball team in the world, The
Harlem Globetrotters are suit
ing up for an all-star perfor

made and continue to make
lasting memories for millions
of people around the world.
For seven generations, the
Globetrotters have brought
smiles and laughter to families
and fans, by displaying their
athletic ability, comedy rou
tines, and amazing trick shots.
It is a family experience every

mance at the Bayfront Cen
ter’s St. Petersburg limes
Arena on Tuesday, march 9 at

one enjoys. Be part of the fun

7:30 p.m. For over 70 years,
the Harlem Globetrotters have

als. Fans will also enjoy meet
ing Globie, the team’s beloved
mascot.
If you’ve seen them once,
you have to see them again. If
you’ve never seen them, they
are a must The Harlem Glo
betrotters’ two-hour show is
full of high tech special effects,

and create, or renew, a memo

a hip and fun musical score,
team mascot Globie, expert
showmen, mystifying slam-

ry when the Globetrotters dis

dunks, amazing ball handling

play their hardcourt skills
against the New York Nation

and dribbling, a non-stop fun
and audience participation.

of excitement makes the show

one that children and parents

will cherish and remember for
ever. Globetrotter memories
are always different, and
always fun.
Fabulous Globetrotters
merchandise will also be avail
able at tiie “World’s Greatest
Basketball Show.” In addition,
players will be signing auto
graphs for fans after the game,
a chance for everyone to meet
their favorite Globetrotter up

close and personal.

true.”
Hardy was a member of

Slam Dunk Champion, Hardy four-day round-robin elimina
averaged 14 points, six tion tournament. All of their

rebounds, three assists and two games will be played at Greco
blocks per game at Brigham Field, N. 50th Street, south of
Young University satellite MOSI.

the history of women in sports,

debuts Monday, March 8th
(10pm-ll:30pm ET&PT).

Presented during Women’s
History Month, the film fol
lows the format of HBO;s

Peabody Award-winning ‘The
Journey of the African-Ameri
can Athlete’.

taining the right to compete in
the Olympic Games (1928),
Gertrude Ederle, becoming the

first woman to swim the Eng
lish Channel (1926), Title IX
legislation and Billie Jean
King’s. monumental triumph

take place Saturday afternoon

USF Field for the Speedline
Invitational Championship at
2pm Sunday.

All local FAMU Rattlers
and supporters are urged to
show their support and come

out to root on the visiting Lady
Rattlers as they play against

For additional information,
contact James Green, Jr., at

endary ‘Magic Circle’ during

lades.

(813)876-3433.

President Nelson Mandela’s

The Harlem Globetrotters

79th birthday party. In 1997,
he helped the team conduct its

play the NY Nationals at the
Bayfront Center’s St. Peters
burg Times Arena Tuesday,

search for the World’s Most

the top softball talent in the
nation.

NEWS DEADLINE
IS 4 PM MONDAY

March 9th, at 7pm.

JLomse Bias
To Speak^At SPJC
ST.

Wilma Rudolph’s triumph at
the 1960 Summer Olympic
Games in Rome, where she

Jock Simple, she was banned

PETERSBURG- Maryland basketball star
Nationally acclaimed speaker whose drug-related death in
Lonise Bias will highlight an June 1986, just two days after

captured three gold medals.
In 1966 Bobbi Gibb tried

York Marathon, beating more
than half the men.

SPJC-sponsored community the Boston Celtics had named
forum at 7 p.m. Thursday, him as their No 1 NBA draft

March 4 in the Florida Room* choice made national head
of St. Peteisbuig Junior Col lines.
lege’s Allstate Center at 3200
Among other leaders slat

from the AAU. Seven years
later, Switzer won the New

missed. The film chronicles

YOU can make

Gibb’s 26-mile unauthorized

a difference !

features HBO’s acclaimed
combination of rare footage,

run in nurse’s shoes at the 1966
Boston Marathon.

Help support

archival photos and revealing

The following year, 1967,

our paper by

Kathrine Switzer formally

patronizing our

‘Dare to Compete: The
Struggle of Women in Sports’

Among the pivotal mo

entered the race, using her ini

advertisers !

ments in women’s athletic his

tials as K.V. Switzer. Later dis

chronicles the history of

tory the special revisits is

qualified by the race director,

34th Street South.

ed to attend the forum are

The public is invited to
hear Bias and take part in the

County Commissioner Calvin

free, motivated forum entitled

Frank Peterman.
A reception will follow at

“Unity and Education: The

to enter the Boston Marathon,
but her application was dis

over Bobby Riggs in 1973.
The exclusive presentation

interviews.

elimination rounds, which will

and 1997. He joined team
mates in performing the leg

the Globetrotters’ landmark
tours of South Africa in 1996

Dare To Compete: The
Struggle Of Women In Sports
Sports documentary ‘Dare to
Compete: The Struggle of
Women in Sports’, exploring

Maryland) and one Saturday
(12 noon vs. Illinois-Chicago).
The eight tqp teams will

They will play a total of
guide his college team to the five qualifying round gamesNCAA Final Four in Kansas two chi Thursday (4pm vs
City in 1993, en route to earn South Carolina and 8pm vs.
ing several post-season acco Alabama), two games Friday
campus in Hawaii. He helped

That special Globetrotter glow

NEW YORK-The HBO

FAMU
Women’s Softball
Team Returns'

Keys to Success.”
She is the mother of Len

Bias, the late University of

Harris and community activist

8:30. For more information

contact Mary Smith at 3413602

Dr. Lonise Bias

What Do Superstars Dwight Gooden
& Fred McGriff Have in Common?

women in sports dating back

to the Victorian Age, when
women were limited to ‘lady

like’ sports such as tennis and
croquet, in part because it was

widely believed that physical
exertion could damage their
reproductive capacities. Using
moments in American history

as a backdrop for women’s
athletic achievements, the doc
umentary looks at how the suf

frage movement, the 60s and
Title IX helped set the stage for
the WNBA and today’s female

athlete superstars.
Pivotal moments in gov
ernmental

decision-making

and athletic history are exam

ined, including the role played
by trailblazers Babe Didrikson, Bobbi Gibb and Kathrine
Switzer, as well as women at

• "Free Full Service Car Wash with Oil Change"
• Custom Waxing & Detailing

carwash:
(QUIK UJBE)
x--- ..... '

• We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!

©

• 24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

220 • 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

(813) 327-1900

DETAILING
CENTER

8:30 to 5:30 Monday ^Saturday_

SINCE 1958

"FRESH T
FULL
76
FULL
THE
SERVICE
SERVICE OIL
■WORKS!' 'N SHINE"' CAR WASH
CHANGE

SAVE s3°°
30 pt. Oil Change &
Safety Check
Includes Oil, Filter,

I

SAVE $2“

1

Car Wash, III. IRA SfflStli I

i

| 1000 Tri-Foam Wax System, |

1

Under Chassis Spray &

1

■

Rust inhibitor, Wheel Brite,

■

Lube, Visual Inspect., -

Armorall Tires, &

PLUS “Free Full Service

SAVE s2°°

i

FULL SERVICE

|

CAR WASH

Soft Cloth Car
Wash, Vacuum

Interior, Windows
Polish Wax, ULTRA
SHINI- Poly Sealant, Air

1

Freshener, & Wheel-Brite I

Cleaned, Dash

Dusted, Exterior Towel
Dried & Detailed

Air Freshener

I

Car Wash"

*24.99 :513.00: $ 10.50

i

Plus Tax • (Reg. $15.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 3/12/99

!

Plus Tax • (Reg. $27.99)
Coupon EXPIRES 3/12/99

SAVE

1

|
J

Plus Tax • (Reg. $12.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 3/12/99

$8.95
Plus Tax • (Reg. $9.95)

Coupon EXPIRES 3/12/99

At all 7-ITs, ECKERDS, PUBLIX, KASHN
KARRY and WINN-DIXIE Stores!
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St. Pete Reads Answers The Call For Read Across America
ST.

PETERSBURG -

Shaquille O’ Neal recorded

Many Qty of St Peteisbuig

live public service announce
ments uiging TV viewers to
participate in Read Across
America by reading with chil

employees are committed to
helping children improve their

re ading skills, pass reading and
writing tests and some just
read to children, showing chil

dren.
Tom, Fran and Shaq are

dren that reading is fun.
Tom Gagenten and Fran

shown here surrounded by

DeLuca from Codes Enforce
ment with the Qty of St.

Hat stovepipe hats, got into the

Brenda
McCoy visits children at
Petersbuig

and

Campbell Park Elementary
School every week without

children wearing Cat in the

fun of it all by acting out as
they read, rhyming in true Dr.
Seuss-ian fashion and getting
great response from their lis
teners: “Remember you’re

fail with a serious task at hand
- encouraging children to read,

never too old, too wacky, too
wild to pick up a book and read

read, read! They both are so
dramatically entertaining, the

with a child.” “In churches and
chambers let’s gather around,

children can’t help but look
forward to seeing their expres

let’s pick up a book, let’s pass

sive faces as much as possible.

Just Tuesday, these city

employees along with many
many others across the country
read Dr. Seuss stories to chil
dren as part of the nationwide

Read Across America celebra
tion, the National Education

Activist Angela
Davis To Speak At
USF

it around.”
“While the tone of the day
was lighthearted, the need for
children to improve their read

TAMPA- Political activist Most Wanted list She became
and Professor Angela Y. Davis the subject of an intense police

ing skills is important, says
NEA Vice President Reg

how prison search that drove her under
reform is making a difference ground and culminated in one
in society in an 8 pm., March of he most controversial trials
30th lecture at the University of the decade. She was acquitof South Florida Special tedinl972.~

will

Weaver.
St. Pete Reads is a part of

the Mayor’s 2001 Initiative

wide literacy initiative to pro

that allows city employees to
take time away from their jobs

mote reading on the birthday
of beloved children’s author,

to participate in Pinellas Coun
ty Schools - a great way to help

Dr. Seuss.
Talented on the court and

stamp out illiteracy.

Associations (NEA) nation

Angela Davis

Davis’s academic career
Events Center, Tampa.
Davis is internationally began at Brandeis College,
known for her contributions to where she majored in French.
the movement of racial equali During her junior year, she
ty, women’s rights and world studied at the Soibonne in
peace. Apolitical activist since Paris. She pursued graduate
her teenage years in Birming studies in philosophy at
ham, Ala., Davis has been a Goethe University in Frank

off, Los Angeles Lakers star

Spa Beach & North Shore
Beach Reopen
ST. PETERSBURG-Spa

Beach and Northshore Beach,
which were closed for public

due to a sewage spill from a
break in the 48 inch main

incoming wastewater pipeline

tem was installed, at the plant
and several other locations to
handle raw sewage. Bypass

The bypass pumping was
necessary in order to minimize
sanitary sewer over flows into

systems were set up and
pumping from the collection

homes and businesses and to

health and safety reasons are

at the city’s Albeit Whitted

now open to the public. All
bacterial and water quality
tests have been completed and

Water Reclamation facility,
601 Eighth Ave. S.E. The system into surface waters
Albert Whitted facility is now through storm drain locations
in the downtown area:
back in operation.

the water is safe.
The beaches were closed

living witness to the major furt, Germany, and in 1967
struggles of our times - as a returned to the United States to
student, teacher, writer, scholar study with the well-known
philosopher Herbert Marcuse
and organizer.

DAaA, XykwMtAA "fa

Davis first came to nation at the University of California
al attention in 1969 when she at San Diego.
was removed from her teach
Davis’ lecture is sponsored
ing position at UCLA because by USF’s award-winning lec
she was a member of the Com ture series and is free and open
munist Party. The following to flie public. For more infor
year she became involved with mation, call (813) 974-5202 or
the Black Panther Party and visit
the
website
at
was placed on the FBI’s Ten http://ctr.usf.edu/uls/.

protect private property.
For more information,
contact Public Utilities at 8937261.

address

OAs

fAMrfeA:

A bypassing pumping sys

Stories from African-American Kitchens.

We’re n .

talking
fresh.

White Mountain Bread. Sliced

and covered in strawberry jam,

there is nothing better. I may
Every Saturday morning my

have a million things to do,

husband Vincent takes our boys

but the aroma and taste of

off to the gym so I can relax

that sweet-smelling, just-baked,

and get myself together. That’s

fresh bread takes me miles

when you’ll find me right here

away. Even though it’s just

in my kitchen, with my second

for a little while. So, when my

cup of coffee, my thoughts and

men get home all tired and

a fresh loaf of Publix Bakery

hungry, I’m ready for them. .

Where shopping is a pleasure?

A

Publix.

Church News
Bethel A.M.E. Bethel
Metropolitan

Come and share the bread
of life with the Bethel family
this first Sunday in March. Our
worship service begins at
10:30 Our Church School

Sunday during the morning

worship service. The Trustees
will present 100 Men in Black
the second Sunday at 4:00

pjn.

will serve. Pearlie Haden Cir

Christian Education Teacher

cle #3 invites you to treat your
self to desserts from the

begins at 9:00, Sis. Emma
Watts superintendent invite al

Weekly Activities
March 1-5

to join. Pastor Dawkins will

•Monday - Boy Scouts, 6:30;
Board of Christian Ed., 6:00;
Official Board, 7:00.

is designed to facilitate those
individuals who desire to
teach. This year’s seminar will

•Tuesday - Prayer & Class

challenge the novice as well as

Pastor Dawkins with the
administering the Holy Com
munion.
Pastor Dawkins request all

officers and members to attend
Love Feast Friday night at
7:00 Come and share what
God has done for you.

Meeting, 6:00; Bible Study,
7:00.

the experienced teacher. The
guest facilitator is Bobbie

•Wednesday - Noonday Bible
Study and Mass Choir prac

Tampa of New Hope Mission

tice.
•Thursday - Youth Church,
6:00.

Lay Day will be the second

Friendship M.B.
Church
Pastor John A Evans, Sr.,
and the members of the
Friendship Missionary Baptist
Church invite you to come and
worship with us this upcoming
week.
Beginning at 8am, Sunday
Worship starts, and at 10:45am
a second service is held.
The Senior Choir and the

#1 Ushers will serve in both
services. The Deacons Min
istry will lead in the Prayer and
Praise devotion, and Pastor
John A Evans will preach the

divine word of God.
Sunday School is held at
9:30am. The theme will be
‘Bearing

Witness’.

Back

ground scripture is John 1:1942. There will be no BTU.

Weekly Calendar:

Wednesday, March 10th,
Noon Day Bible Study; 7pm,
Fellowship Choir rehearsal
and Usher meeting.

Thursday, March 11th,
7pm Prayer/Praise Service and

The

The annual Board of

Training Seminar is scheduled
for Saturday, March 6th from
9am-12 noon. The workshop

deliver the spoken word. The
Ministerial Staff will assist

New Philadelphia

ary Baptist Church. You are
invited to join us as we grow in
the Word and Knowledge of

our Lord.
The Youth Department
and the Pastor’s Esteem Min
istry will be hosting a Car
Wash and Fish Fry, Saturday,
March 6th, from 9am-12

noon.
Pastor Lyons, official
Board and church family
invite you to worship with us
during the 8am and 11am ser
vices and Sunday School at
9:30am. The ordinance of
Holy Communion will be
observed. The Praise Team,
Concord Choir and #1 Ushers

focus on what we all have in
out respect to race, gender or

weekly, hourly sessions are

cultural heritage. Women will
coordinate worship services

time in fellowship together.

include AWANA, Bible Study
(NBC) and Prayer Service.

throughout the month of

germane to acquiring daily
wisdom and knowledge of
God.

These Wednesday night ser

mid-morning praise will be
“HER-story” a series of

and financially. Let’s all do our
part to contribute to this event.
We await the presentation of
our Mr. and Mrs. for the Fifty

States Service. This worship
service will commence this

extend an invitation to join us

Put on some of your finest
attire and join us for this, our

6pm.
• Wednesday,

Fifty States Service!
As we move off we extend
a cordial and warrti wefedne

Bible Study, 11am; Prayer

to join us in Worship Service

us as a body, for WE ALL

this first Sunday in March.
Beginning at 7:30am|ffie Male
Chorus will rendi^forig’Ser

stand in need of prayer.

vice; and we look forward to a
Hallelujah good time. Sunday

6pm.

March. An integral part of

vignettes about women histo

The church family is urged
to faithfully read our daily
prayer calendar prepared
monthly by Reverend Jones.

entire family. Transportation is
available. Call the church

ry-past, present and future.
Church family is urged to

This praying together keeps us
in spiritual contact with each

office, 327-0554, if you have a
need.
You are encouraged to
attend our Thursday Noon
Day Bible Study 12-lpm. Cur
rently we are studying the

attend each Sunday. Proclama
tion for Sunday will be given

other and concretizes our col
lective consciousness. Mem

by The Reverend Mary
Wheeler-Jones, Associate Pas
tor.
Deuteronomy is the cur
rent book of the Bible being
studied on Wednesday at 7pm.
The goal of this Bible Study
group is to read through the

bers are encouraged to main
tain a daily prayer vigil

vices at 7pm are designed for
the spiritual enrichment of the

book of Titus and Philemon.
Bring writing tools and a thirst
for knowledge, then grow with

us each week.
March Calendar:
March 14, Ada Berry Cir
cle #5 Salad Tea
March 21, Adrilla Cail

Bible by the year 2000. The
present book of discussion
completes the Pentateuch (five
books considered of Mosaic

Anniversary

Rev. Quinton Parker, Pastor

321-3545

3rd century

3037 Fairfield Avenue
St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship...... ... .. .. .. .. . 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School.. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 11:00 a.m.

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church

Sunset

(813) 906-8300

■

PRAYER TIMES

Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour
before service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.

Sundays 8 AM and 11 AM Worship

Sunday School 9:30 AM

RADIO BROADCAST
if you would like to cbme to church and do not have a

“Where strangers meet with friends and sinners find their God.”

2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 894-5094

"Wto AM « ,/

AM I/ ’;

Morning Service

Sun. Communion Service {fci Sunday}
Sun. 8/f.U

fe »t3ie Stwy

:

TO AM "?
LOO PM
&
' 44$ RM ' -S
X5 OO AM & £00 pm

way,

REV. fRED t. MAXWELL, PASTOR

First Mt.( Pilgrim Evangelist
Missionary Baptist Church, Inc.

Travelers Rest
Missionary Baptist Church

Soty^w

Sun. Surxtoy School» Owntciton

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

2700 - 5th Avenue Sotfth<St. Petersburg, FL

ill

ReverertdL.EDavis, Pastor
Home Phone: 345-3121

"*•

|88 ‘
,*s ..
at'.’

Sunday Worship

S wsa&r

Sunday School........... 10:00 am --Baptist Training Union.4:30 pm
Morning Worship
11:3Q a rjr Evening Worship ..........6:00 pm

..’’Set *

Wednesday Prayer Meeting and Bible Study ....................................... 7:00 pm
Friday Evening - Youth Meeting................................................................6:30 pm

Mid-Morning Worship Service................. 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School............................................ 9:30 a.m.
Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday)......7:00 p.m.

The Church That Welcomes Everyone!.

10th Street Church Of God

Rev. Donald
F. Browne

207 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL ■

Sunday School.....................................9<--30 a.pmMorning Worship.............................. l biQO a.m;
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Ajgfrfgl
Bible Study ............................................ 7:15 p/nj.
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday). 6:DD p.rn.

Trinity Presbyterian Churcit
2830 - 22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

Rev. Chester L. James, Jr. - Pastor
International Headquarters, Anderson, lndferia O?.

Faith Temple Life Chancing Ministries
950 Fifth Avenue South • St. Petersburg; Florida 33711
(727) 826-9739 • Fax (727). 826.-9740
Pastor Walter Fjejds
Church Schedule
Sunday School 10:00 AM • Sunday-Worship 11:00 AM
Teacher In Action 6:00 PM .^
Prayer Nightly
Bible Study Monday Night and Wednesday Night 7-30 PM
Evangelist Night Friday,'7:30. PM
Noon Day Prayer Mondaxc^ru Friday

Dr. Frederick D. Terry

Hew 'Philadelphia Community <£burcb|
72re Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P. O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

"We are the light of the world, that will not be hid "

HZmAmb School 9:50 AM * Morning Worship 10:30AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)
-

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

I Deacon Ministry

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship

............................ ..................... ,.............. Deacon Edward Nesbitt I
[Finance Ministry........... ..................... ................... ................................
James Robinson
I Children & Youth Ministry
.....................................
.. Joyce Robinson I
|Clerk Ministry............. ...................................... .......................................... Wyvonnia McGee|

I

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg FL

Cftgrcb With Passion For God and Compttnn/on For People"

Sunday Morning Bible Class................9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship ........ .10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday.................. 7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship ......... .5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class................ 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class . . . .7:00 p.m.

■ Of.

ORDER OF SERVICE
Son forty

call 327-0997.

Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM

Bro. Robert Smith

• 6th, Fifty States Worship,

SO2S TV. Central Bint

: tu<B.

Sundays 7:45 a.m.

Baptist Training Union 4:30 PM

ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

MARCH

Evangelical service 7:30 p.m.

CHURCH SERVICES

M.A., M.DIV.. D. Min.
fiastor-Counselor

Meeting, 7:30pm.
As we move on, pray for

Bible Study 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY

LEWIS W. EDWARDS

Vintage

TUESDAY

Pastor John A. Evans, Sr.

You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel and a
Christian community for everyone

WEDNESDAY

in our weekly services:
O
•«• Monday, Bible Study,
Saturday, March 6th, at 6pm.

SUNDAY

9:00 AM........................................... .. .
. .... . Prayer Time
9:30 AM................................................................................. Sunday School
11:00 AM............................................................................. ..............Worship
12:30 PM........................................... ................... After Service Fellowship
'
■ Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bihle Study

Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before

services.
Our doors are always open
to all, and we continue to

Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.

(813) 894-5246 / 823-1619

Sabbath School: 9 am

message, and Holy Commu
nion will be observed at both

327-0997

(813) 327-8560

Morning Worship: 11 am

church’s immediate future will
be held. All present and future
prayer partners are asked to
direct their prayer efforts
towards this meeting.

L. Denmark will deliver the

We are in prayer for this event
to be a great success spiritually

Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor

801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

SATURDAYS

ing Fund ministry and corpo
rate entities which relate to

Choir #2 will render song ser
vice. Presiding Elder Jerome

2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712

"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

ELIM

day, another meeting of Build

At the 11am worship hour,

Christ Gospel Church

John A. Evans',. Sr. '

Moore's Chapel
AME Churcn

through March 11th. On this

and learn more of God’s Word.

member should be-signed up
for a State in the fellowship
hall. We anticipate a wonderful

Women Service League
March 28, Deaconess

PASTOR: Bobby J. Patterson
(727) 895-1473

Dr. Joan K. Harrington, Ph.D., N.C.C., L.M.H.C
Florida Licensure: MH002940 National Board Certification: NC
22413 Provider No. 484329585
Bobby J. Patterson-Director
300 Duncan Avenue, #285, Clearwater, FL 34615 (727) 298-0121
2066 7th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712 (727) 895-1473

ship service. By now every

area.
Our mid-week activities

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Everyone Welcome
IMPACT CARE CENTER
FISK (Families Interested In Successful Kids).

low, and we encourage one
and all to join us as we study

common through Christ, with

3300 - 31st Street South

Worship Services
' ‘
9:30 A.M.-Sunday School
7:00 P.M.-Monday FISK
11:00 A.M.-Moming Worship
7:00 P.M.-Wednesday
6:30 P.M.-Evening Worship 7:00 P.M.-Friday

School will immediately fol

We are excited about our
upcoming Fifty States, wor

kitchens of some of the finest
pastry cooks in the Tampa Bay

Missionary Baptist

IMPACT MINISTRIES
NONDENOMINATIONAL CHURCH INC.

authorship). While Deuterono
my does not advance the histo
ry of Israel, it does enable con
temporary Bible scholars to

remember how important it is
to never ‘forget’ God. These

Friendship

Youth Enrichment hour.

of

Lenten season will also com
mence Women’s History
month. Holy Communion will

READ A NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

Adult Bible Study; 8:45pm,

Sunday

third

Mt. Zion AME
Churcht,

Meeting at Govenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida
Sunday Worship Service: 8:45 A.M.
Wednesday Bibb Study: 7:30 P.M.
• Wholistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)
• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary
Problems
• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons
Jgslfel
• Non-Sexist Participation • Youth Ministry
><
NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

____ _

MIL*

schedule of services
Church School................................................ 9:30 a-fo.
Morning Worship..............................................11a.m.
Baptist Training Union.................................... t*-P.Jn
Evening Worship.......................................... 6:30 p.jn.

Prayer Meeting
Thursday

I
y
. . .................................... 7 p.gn.
Rev. Brian K. Brown

‘One week from church makes one weak.”
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Church News
Dixie Hummingbirds
Flying High With
’ van tas tic*’New Wheels

Moore’s Chapel AME
pan. African Freedom Singers

tee and Moores Chapels
Church family appreciate

Princess Edwards, the Usher
Board will serve. For trans
portation to church please con

Rehearsals Saturdays.
•Rev. Parker will meet
with all Stewards and Trustees

eveiy one to include the Rev.
Melvin Hymes, Pastor of Mt

tact Willie F. Bryant, Robert
Golden or Anthony Macon

and all persons appointed to
the Out Reach Committee on

Zion AM.E. Church Sebring,

Saturday

evenings before

Saturday, March 6th at 2:00

FL and the Rev. F. Bernard
Lemon, Pastor of St. Paul

10:00 pm.
Church School will begin

pm.
•March 5th and 6th from

AM.E Church at Ft pierce,
FL that help to make their

at 9:30 am. with superinten
dent Mose Phillip Bell, in

anniversary a success both

charge. Parents are asked to

4:00-9:00 pan. Moores Cha
pel’s Young People Dept. will
need your support 20% of all

spiritually, and financially.
Rev. Quintin Parker and
Moores Chapels church fami

have their children present and
on time. For transportation
please the transportation staff.
****************

purchases at Burger King,
3354-Central Avenue on those
two days will be donated to the
YPD when making your pur

Services-Meetings-Rehearsals

chase, please tell them you are
supporting the Moores Chapel

March, the 7th during both
8:00 and 11:00 ajn. services.

Rev. Parker will preach during

both services. Holy Commu
nion will be administered by

Travel Van courtesy of Stevie ■ GospebfyBird” Roast. With
help from the gospel music
Wonder.
programming department of
“What a friend we have in
Stevie,” said Ira Tucker, Sr.,

KJLJ1-FM, Los

lead singer of the legendary,
gospel quartet, paraphrasing a ■

Wonder fulfilled his promise

Angeles,

into 1999 with a new set of
wheels from soul superstar
Stevie Wonder. Wonder. (Left
to Right) Paul Owens, Howard

Carroll and Ira Tucker, Sr.
accept the keys to the Ford

Custom Travel Van from
Derek Leggins (far right) of

John Kennedy Ford in Feaster
ville, PA. The Dixie Hum

the Pastor, assisted by the
Stewardess Board. Music will

be provided by the Inspira
tional Choir directed and

Noon Day Prayer Service,
Wed. 12:00 Noon; Prayer Ser-

vice/Bible Study, Wed., 7:00
pan.; Official Board Meeting,

Mon., March 2nd, 7:00 pan.;
Trustee Board Meeting, Tues.,
March 16th, 7:00 pan.; Inspi
rational Choir Rehearsal,

‘Principles of Prophetic
Interpretation’ is the title of this

Key thought: Prophecy is
God’s answer to our human
questions about the uncertain

more sure word of prophecy;

the beginning is in control in

Dixie Hummingbird’s heart
felt feelings and thoughts

shiny black 1999 Ford Custom
Travel Van at Philadelphia’s

guests Paul Simon, Isaac

our world and in our lives. But

about

gift.

African American Museum,

whereunto ye do well that ye
take heed, as unto a light that
shineth in a dark place, until

“Happy New Year? You got

where the roast took place.
’ Pictured are the Dixie
Hummingbirds as they roll

And when he had given

—

1948 49th Street South where
the Holy Ghost reigns.

thanks, he brake it, and said,
take, eat: This is by body,
which is broken for you: This
do in remembrance of me.
ICorinthians 11:24.
The first Sunday in March
at Emmanuel Christian Fel
lowship Church, the Lord’s
Supper will be administered
by Pastor Franklin Evans, and

Praise Service begins at
11:15am, with our devotion
leader in charge. The Word of
God will come forth by the
pastor.

Sunday Evening Service
begins at 6pm. O, come let us
adore Him, for he is worthy of

all the praises.

you are welcome and invited

Elouise Lindey, Reporter.

to attend services with us at;

Elder Frank Evans, Sr. Pastor.

All Nations Churchof God By Faith
3000 - 4th Avenue S. «‘St. Petersburg, FL

'

there are false prophecies and

false interpretations of prophe
cy. This week’s lesson gives
some guidelines for under

Trinity
South, will participate in their
Annual Pulpit Exchange with
Covenant Presbyterian Church
on Sunday, March 7,1999.

Church School, followed by

Dr. Moore will deliver the

10:30am Morning Worship

message.
Communion will follow
this service. Hope to see you

6th

•March 8-12 Moores
Chapels Spring Revival.

standing prophecy and apply
ing it correctly.

worship hour is at 11:00 a.m.
Our church is located at 801

6th Avenue South. If you have
Please see pg. 14

PEACEFUL ZION M.B. CHURCH

Presbyterian
3 Trinity
Presbyterian
Church, 2830 22nd Avenue

Moores

•March

where the Deacons will open
with devotion.

The Mass Choir, under the

Impact
Ministries

Reverend Pat Miller
(Covenant) will exchange pul
pits with Reverend Frederick
D. Teny (Trinity).
This will be the final pulpit
exchange for 1999.

2051 - 9th Avenue South, St Petersburg, FL33712
Rev. F.G, Jackson, Pastor
(813) 822-2455
Church School. . , 9:30am
Morning Worship..11.00 a.m
BTU_______________ 5:00 p.m.

Evening Worship . 6:00 p.m
Tuesday Evening
Bible Class..................7:30 pm

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church
505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship........................................... 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School ..................... ....................9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship ..................................11:00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ......................................5:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service .................. Thursday 7:30 p.m..
Couples Ministry (3rd Sunday) ........................6:00 p.m.’
Come join us at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

need help to insure they will
not re-violate spouse, children
and friend - spouse, children

•

Sunday School:

Sunday School ,9:30 a.m.

Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.
The Church That’s Moving‘Forward Together”

Bethel Community
Baptist Church
1045 - 16th Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712

PHONE: 896-6722

Rev. Manuel L. Sykes

Rev. Earnest Jones, Pastor

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER
INTERDENOMINATIONAL
4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

GRACE

FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

P
E
L
L

GRACE

Ps. 127:1
CENTER

o
sRVICE
IV
jay School
10 - 10:30
H
Worship 10:30I
> Worship 6:30
-Pray 7:00
P
Study 7:30
___________

s

j/-

^Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.

Phone
(813) 328-9412

NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

Worship Service ................10 a.m.

Prayer Services ....Wed., 6:30 p.m.
Bible Study.......... Wed., 7:30 p.m.

a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.
Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

“To God Be The Glory”

PleaAant tytoue MttAuM&uf

Gkuftch

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
2006 Holffmon Road, Plant City, FL (So. of Hwy. 60)

"The Little Church Where
Everybody Is Somebody”

Sunday School................8:45 a.m.

(813) 327-0593
9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship: 11:00

Bealsville Church Of God

5:00 p.m.............................................. B.T.U.

day, 4:00 pm. and Saturday:
8:00 - 9:00 am.

'Morning Worship 11 aim.

1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712

1121 22nd Street So., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor

9:45 a.m.......... .'.Sunday School
1 i :00 a.m. ............ .. / Worship Service

Monday, 7:00 pm.; Wednes

1800 18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL
Reg. Bragg L. Turner, Pastor

Stewart-Isom Memorial Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church

Missionary Baptist Church
Church Services
8:00 a.m. ...
?‘fMorning Service

ty: Tuesday & Thursday, 4:00 5:00 p.m. South County:

Services

Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

First. Mt. Zion

For classes in North Coun

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church

Wednesday Youth
Rehearsal....... .......5:30 p.rn
Thursday Prayer & Church
School Study
7:30 p.m
1st & 2nd Saturdays SR
: Choir Rehearsal....! 1:00 a.m.

The Church Where Christ is The HEAD

■

classes, etc. which is appropri
ate for male and females who

327-5926 • 327-2656

Sunday School .....,... .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ....
41 a,m.
Night Worship......... /?. T 7..'?.
...........7 p.m.
Tuesday Bible Class ^.777.1777.: ..8 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting ~
............... 8 p.m,
Friday Tarry Service.. mW. fx..8 p.m.
Saturday Sabbath School!
............. 11 a.m.

there!

ones joy and peace.

Wonder as well as special

—

Minister of Music Vemard
McKinney, will render the
Praise and Worship Services.

Drug and Alcohol Education,
Life Mangement Parenting

mingbirds with the keys to a

Fellowship

you to join them in services on
Sunday beginning at 9am

direction of Bobbie Tampa and

classes in Anger Mangement

prayer - emotions that echo the

Emmanuel Christian

Rev. Dr. Alvin Moore and
the New Hope family invite

and the Elim Seventh Day
Adventist Church. Sabbath
School starts at 9 am. and

God who knows the end from

arise in your hearts.”

New Hope
Missionary
Baptist Church

with Pastor Lewis Edwards

Peter 1:19: “We have also a

that right.”
Wonder promised the new

Most Insurance Accepted

future. It demonstrates that the

album,

“Music In The Air” features

the day dawn, and the day star

Psychological Testing & Assessments

and friends are welcome.
Restore and rebuild your love

PA, presented the Dixie Hum

is scheduled for release in
May, 1999.

Individuals • Couples * Families * Groups

Doing Court Order Evalu
ation and holding counseling

tion, gratitude, privilege and

Hayes, Deniece Wiliams and
Bobby Womack. This album

1045 16th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 896-6722

You are invited to worship

hymn that speaks of apprecia

receiving the

Bethel Community Foundation, Inc.

Chapel YPD Yard Sale/Fish
Fry will be held at the church.

Elim Seventh Day Adventist Church
week’s Sabbath School lesson.
Memory text is taken from 2

new

Youth Dept

Thursday, March 4/7th 7:00

when Derek Leggins of John
Kennedy Ford in Feasterville,

mingbirds’

M. Div., MSW, LCSW, D. Min.
Mental Health Counselor/Therapist

accompanied by musician

Rev. Parker, the 75th
Church Anniversary Commit

ly family welcome you to their
services this 1st Sunday in

ALPHARETTA, GA - | transportation for the Dixie
Hummingbirds’ 70th AimiverThe Dixie Hummingbirds are
sary Tqpr, when he was a great
rolling into 1999 in style, with
speaker at the June 1998
a brand new Ford Custom

Dr. Floris M. Armstrong

Early Morning Worship7:00 a.m.
Sunday School...................................................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship....................................................10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union.............................................4:30 p.m.

Between Smith Ryals and Holloman Roads

Communion........................................7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study

Elder Martin Rainey, Pastor
1-737-1746

Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.
Morning Service: 11:30 a.m.
Mid-Week Tues. Night: 7:30 p.m.
Counseling and Bible Teaching
For transportation: Call 866-2589

Wednesdays............7:30 p.m.
Rev. Joseph Gordon, Pastor

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

St. Joseph
Catholic Church

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg
Sunday Services Are At:
9 a.m. and 11 a.m. Gospel Choir

3455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL

33711
(813) 327-0554
"Church of The Open Door"
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/Praise & Prayer
7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study 12:00 noon -1:00

p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour 12:00 noon -1:00
p.m.
DR. HENRY J. LYONS, PASTOR

Father Callist Nyambo, Pastor

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church
3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

Sunday School

.........9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship

......11:00 a.m.

The church where; everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives.
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Church News
Vicki Winans Hosts
TV Show On B.E.T.

Travelers Rest Elim
March 7,1999 is Commu
nion Sunday. The pastor, offi
cers and congregation extend a

gracious welcome to everyone
this Sunday, March 7th. Sun
day School and New Member
Orientation begins at 9:30 a.m.
The Lord’s Supper will be
administered at the 11:00 a.m.
service. Each fourth Sunday is

YOuth Sunday. On this past
Sunday, the Young People and
the entire church was blessed
by our guest speaker, Sister

Marva Bradley of lighthouse
Church of Jesus Christ Her

ROSWELL, GA - Vicki
Winans, last year’s top-10
Gospel artist, according to
Billboard Magazine, recently
hosted a 60 minute television
show at the Black Entertain
ment Television Studio, Wash

ington, D.C.
The show, Gospel Visions,
on BJE.T. Gospel II will air in
FEbruary. B.E.T. now has a
24-hour Gospel network and
has already begun playing
three of Winans video.

Here in this photo, Vickie
Winans (left) Carla Reed -

B.E.T. Program Director and
Fred Hammond, Gospel per

former.

St. Joseph’s Catholic
On last Sunday morning at
St. Joseph’s Councilman

Williams, Kersteen and other
city officials were on hand,
including Mrs. Gamelle Jenk

part of the church’s Black His

church and southside commu

ins of the NAACP Branch. A
reception was held in the

tory Month events. Keith
Woods read a bio of council

nity.
Councilman

parish hall following the ser
vice. ,

man Fillyau and Father Callist
Nyambo presented the plaque.

Earnest Fillyau was honored
for his dedicated service to the

Fillyau

received a plaque for his ser
vice as photographer, Usher,
Councilman. Fillyau will soon

2901 Fifth Avenue S.

David

Councilman

Fischer,

SAVE

adult class was treated to a spe
cial lesson brought to us by
Sister Sandra McClendon. Sis.

Clyde CArter will bring the

lesson on the second Sunday
and Sister Adrian Bright will

Meetings, lst/3rd Saturday at
10:00 am.;
•Missionary Society Min
istry, 3rd Thursday at 7:00 pm.
•Christian Education Min
istry, 2nd Saturday at 11:00

am.;
•Pulpit Aide Ministry, 2nd
Thursday at 7:00 pm.;
•Deacons and Deaconess
Ministry, 1st Saturday at 10:00

am.;
•Senior Citizen’s Fellow
ship 4th Thursday at 6:30 pm.;

just what we needed. We
praise God for this spirit-filled

extended to everyone to join
us. Parents, bring your children

•Usher Board #2 Rehear
sal, 2nd Saturday at 10:00 am.
If you are seeking a church

Christian.
Our Mid-Week Services

to learn about God’s word.
The children are taught by Sis

home, we extend Travelers
Rest to you. We are the church

begins at 7:00 p.m. each
Wednesday night with Prayer
and Praise. Ministries in
charge of the Mid-Week Ser
vice for the month of March
are as follow: March 10th,

ter. Laura Anderson, the BTU
Superintendent. Thank God

where “Christ Is the Center of
Attraction and the word of

for those who are willing to do
the Lord’s work!
Our monthly Cottage
Prayer Service will be held
Tuesday, March 23 at 7:30
pm. at the home of Sister.

God is preached!
Transportation is available
for Sunday Morning and all
other services by calling the
Church office at 822-4869. For

Mass Choir: March 17th,
Usher Ministry #1; March
24th, Trustee Ministry. Bible
Study begins at 7:30 pm.
Mid-Day Bible Study is
held each Thursday morning at
11:00 These sessions are
designed for a deeper, in depth
study of God’s Word. Come

Lucy Brown, 965 9th Avenue
South, St Petersbuig. Aspedal

Sunday transportation call by
12:00 Noon on Saturday.

February.
Other events: Bible Study

contact me at 984-5246.
AYS is every Sunday 11/2

Class is every Sunday evening

hour before sunset. This weeks
program is presented by the
puppet gang. The program is

prayer service is every
Wednesday night at 7:30 pm.

entitled “He’s Back”, based on
a modem version of “The
Prodigal Sun” (Luke 15:11-

Friday evening at 6:30 pm.
Upcoming events: Health

32). Parents bring your ones

ing March 20. Our guest
speaker will be Pastor Patrick

WATER

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Inc.
1948 49th St. S. • St. Pete, FL 33707

one to join in with us as we
bless this home with praise.

Davis, Erik

■ #£;. jqr f,.;

9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship

11:15 a.m.

Evening Worship

6:00 p.m.

Bible Study (Monday)

7:00 p.m.

/111®

near future.
You are welcome to attend

Amoux, and

any of our church events. We
would love to have you.

First Baptist
Institutional Church
College Concert Chorale will
sing 10:45am during the

variety of musical presenta
tions from Bach to Gospel.
The community is cordial

morning worship service at

ly invited to come and witness

First Baptist Institutional
Church. This appearance is

the Florida Memorial College

The Florida Memorial

Concert Chorale at its finest.
First Baptist is located at

part of the Chorale’s Annual
Spring Tour.
The choir is noted for its

3144 3rd Avenue South. Rev.

Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor.

BY HIS GRACE CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES
4601 - 34th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL

•C.Y.Y.A.

“What Thus Saith The Lord.”

(Howard Johnson Hotel)

QUENTIN J. KING, PASTOR

Choir

Church Life Classes - Sunday - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship - Tuesday -7:00 p.m.
Bible Study - Tuesday - 7:00 p.m.
Men, Women & Youth Ministry 4:00 p.m.

Rehearsal, 3rd/4th Saturday at

Antioch Church
Ph # 866-3842

4601 34th Street South

(2nd Saturday Monthly)
Tape Ministry - All Services

Rev. Michael A. Hawkins, Pastor
Sunday School....... .............................. 10:00 AM
Morning Worship.............................. 11:00 AM
7:30p.m. Prayer Meeting/Bible Study
........... ................... ..................Tuesday 7:30 PM

"A Church Called To Equip and Empower
Through the Word of Truth."

Church Theme: "Rise Up And Walk"

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church

St. John Missionary Baptist Church
1500 N. Pennsylvania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516

—
■

Church Plione: 443-1945

■K

Morning Worship.................... .. . . ...

Baptist Training Union

............. SUNDAY

Evening Worship .

ME

9:00 AM........................... .......... CHURCH SCHOOL............................... SUNDAY
5:00 P.M............................... FELLOWSHIP & DINNER..................... TUESDAY

.Parsonage: 446-6056

Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor
.
Sunday Services
Sunday School . . . .................. ....................... .............................. 9.30 a.m.
.......................... H:00 a.m.

. i_ jgi.........................5:00 p.m.

. . . . . .

.................... ’■$*'&’ '

................................6:00 P-m.

Weekly Services

7:00 PM..................................... BIBLE STUDY...................................... TUESDAY
6:00 PM..................................... PRAYER SERVICES ......................... TUESDAY

Bible Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
TVayer Meeting & Bible Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
The church where everybody is somebody and Christ is all.

■

7:30 PM.............................. MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL............... THURSDAY

Join us for any of our services where you will always find
“JESUS BEING PREACHED AND TAUGHT”

Prayer & New Comers Class
6:30 p.m.

Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor

Daily Prayer (Tu &Th)11 a.m.-12 p.m.

“AllAre Welcome”* “Bring A Friend”

Greater St. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL

2361 Seventh Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Rev. John Copeland, Pastor
Morning Worship... .............................................. . 8:00 a.m.

Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church

Mid-Morning Worship.................................... .
11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class wed..... ................ 7:00 p.m.
Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship............................................10:45 a.m.

New Faith
Free Methodist Church

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church

Sunday School............. .......... ..... ....... ................................... 9:30 a.m.

532 - 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Sunday School...............................

Vincent. Please look for more
information to come in the

Bible Bowl champions for

*Mass Choir Rehearsal,
Thursday, 7:00 pm.

the Holy Spirit to teach us

10:30 AM....................PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES

Pastor: Elder. Franklin Evans

and Temperance day is com

Davis Thomas, youth Bible
Bowl Team. They are the

Other Activities

2120 19th St. S., St. Pete • 896-5228

Church: 327-8072

Church History Class is every

out enjoy the puppet show.
Congratulations to Tamar
Davis, Nirojah Gosin, Leonard

(Howard Johnson's)

Tuesday, Bible Band 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Prayer & Worship Service 7:30 p.m.

at 5:30 pm Wednesday night

invitation is extended to every

and join in with us as we allow

St. Petersburg. FL 33712

Evening Worship................................

(Wednesday)

ducted by Sister Yvonne
Demps. This past Sunday the

Ministry

any questions or need trans
portation, please feel free to

SUNDAY SERVICES
Sunday School............................................................ 10:00a.m.
Morning Worship............................................
11:30a.m.
YPWW..................................................
6:00 p.m.

Peterman,

Sunday School

vey of the Bible is being con

2:00 pm.
•Evangelism

words of encouragement were

Bishop W.D. Holey, Pastor

complete his term on council.

(B.T.U.) is held each 2nd and
5th Sunday of the month at
5:00 pm. Classes are designed
for all ages. Everyone is cor
dially invited to attend. A Sur

bring the lesson on the fourth
Sunday. An invitation is

The Holy Ghost Church of God
Purchased With His Blood

Sunday School Teacher and

Mayor

The event was coordinated
by Mary Calloway and was a

Baptist Training Union

From Page.13

THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

Sunday Morning services
Sunday School............................................................... 930 am

Morning Worship.......................................................... 11:00

ami

Youth Bible Study.......................................................Wed. 6:30 pm*

Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service

.................. Wed. 7:00

p.m

Rev. Curtiss L, Long, Pastor

For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.

Evening Worship..................... 6 p.m.

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

Baptist Training Union........... 5 p.m.

Tuesday Night

General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer Meeting

& Teachers Meeting

: First Baptist Institutional Church
Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

3144

Rev. Clyde E. Williams

Phone: 323-7518

We welcome you at all times.

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

Sunday School - 9:30
Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ
419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838
The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:

Tuesday Morning Prayer

Weds.-Family Worship
Sunday School

912 - 3rd Avenue North • Phone: 822-2089
Sunday Worship

................... ..

Sunday School

.............. .1

Junior Church Fellowship ..

Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

. ,i0:30 a.m.

......9:00 a.m.

Prayer Service/Bible Study ,.......... .Tues. 7:00 p.m

a.m.

. /. .Thurs. 6:00 p.ia

Tutoring.............. • • • ------- Mon. & Thurs, 5:30-6:30 p.m.
Welcome... This church opens wide the doorand in the name of Christ andQurLordspys: "COME!"

The Rev. Hany L

Dawkins, M. Div., Pastor
Transportation Is Available

9:00am
7:00pm
10:00am

Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship

Bethel African Methodist
Episcopal Church

7:00pm

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Prayer Tower Church Of God In Christ
1135 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL
Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.

Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

955 - 20th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)
Also offering free lunch, day care,
after school care, private school.

Greater Mt. Zion African
Methodist Episcopal Church
919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m. • Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Monday - Bible Study 6:00 fylrt.
Wednesday - Vintage Bible Study 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday - Prayer Meeting ?:30 p.m.
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a m.)
DIAL-A-DEVOTION (24 Hours) 822-1936 ‘Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
y
(“The church with a heart in the heart of the city")
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African Market Festival

From Page.l
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I ®
SERVING ALL YOUR FAMILY
FURNITURE & APPLIANCE NEEDS

Black Owned &
Operated

21 Years

•On the Spot
Credit Approval

Holiday Sales Packag<
Now Available
featuring

*Rob Simone - voted Music Forum
magazine’s Best Urban DJ for 1995
and 1996! M-F 6-10am.
*Greg Alexandrea - Lunch Cafe

FAMILY OWNED OVER 20 YEARS
327-8309 • 400 49th Street South ♦ St. Peters Petersburg ♦ 328-S3O9

Mid Peninsula
Seafood
Market & Restaurant
OPEN Mon.-Sat., ttam-9pm » Closed Sunday

TEE l i mi "

Go ahead. Say it.
It's not a dirty word.

"FRY my fish, pUas$!"

V r Y- J r 3 J ’
?;WAiXaJ. A',/

Summers. Mon.-Fri. 3-7pm.
* Al K Evenings 7 pm-12am.
Saturday mornings

and Sunday with Heavenly
Inspirations.

v

For Advertising Call

327-9792

AVe will frvvQUKtoyoriteseafood in 100% cholesterol-free

peanut oil, hot to order. Choose from our fresh fish show

Come in and we ’//
cash your refund
check and give you
a 10% discount
when you make a
purchase.

Establish and Re-establish Credit

Mon.-Fri. 10am-3pm.
* Afternoon Traffic Jam with Ivan

REQUEST LINE 864-1600

case, by ttiepiece or by the pound, as a dinner or just the
seafood. Dine m at our picnic tables or take it home to

f

Terms
*Low Monthly
Payments

<

290 - 9th St. No.
St. Pete, FL 33701
i:00

Office: 327-WRXB (9792)
1700 - 34th St. S., St. Pete, FL 33711

(727) 822-38265

15
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ENTERTAINMENT
AHN-Prime Presents
Premiere Of Above The Rim

SPJC
Presents
Free
Band
Concert

Pinellas County 1999
Sungoddess Court Named
Suncoasters of St Petersburg,

versity of North Florida; Natal
ie Guerrier, University of

Inc. producers of the annual

Florida; Kristin Harmel, Uni

versity of Florida; Meischa
Jackson, Washington & Lee

ST. PETERSBURG-The

Festival of States celebration,
have announced the Pinellas
County women named to the

St. Petersbuig Junior College

Sungoddess Court for 1999

Music Department will pre
sent a free Band Concert by

through April 11

the Symphonic Band and Jazz
Band on Tuesday, March 16 at

The 1999 Sungoddess
Court members are:Kelly Bai

Rhodes

7:30 p.m. in the Palladium

ley, student at St Petersbuig
Junior College; Karly Barr,
student at St. Petersbuig Junior
College; Nadine J. Campbell,

da; Melissa Rutland, Flagler
College; Kathryn Stitt, Gem-

Theater, 253 Fifth Avenue

North, St. Petersbuig.
The concert will feature

ST. PETERSBURG-The

Festival to be held March 26

Florida State University;
the talented music students at
Christina (Tina) Carper, Uni
SPJC in a Varied program of

traditional music for Sym
phonic Band and .Jazz Band.
The Symphonic Band is
directed by Dr. Jonathan
Steele. The Jazz Band is direct
ed by Dr. David Manson.
For more information call
3414360. Admission is free!

NEW YORK _ The
African Heritage Network
“Prime-Tune Presentations”
(AHN-Prime) hosted by film
legends, Ossie Davis and
Ruby Dee, presents the broad
cast premiere of Above the

Rim, starring Leon, Duane
Martin and the late Tupac
Shakur. Above the Rim is
brought to you by AT&T and
airs on WWWB March 12 at

10:00 P.M.
“Inspired by outdoor bas
ketball tournaments which
originated from Rucker’s
Playground in Harlem, NY,
Above the Rim is about the
game of basketball, and its
rough) physical style ofplay on
asphalt courts in the urban
cities where pick-up games are

proving grounds for amateurs.
Above the Rim is a power
ful and fast-paced film about a

an attempt to impress the
scout, he’s been ball hogging
and taking unwise shots which

has alienated his teammates
and coach, but not his best
friend Bugaloo (Marlon

Wayans),
who’s
very
impressed. Bugaloo intro
duces him to Birdie (Iupak
Shakur), a drug-dealer who

aspects of himself in Kyle,
Shep hopes to steer him away

tournament that award brag
ging rights and community

life. Running with one man

sored Shoot Out Squad to run
with The Birdmen.
Kyle’s mother, Mailika

Williams, (Tonya Pinkins)
begins a relationship of her
own when she meets Shep
(Leon). Shep was once a living

(Duane Martin), who seeks to
parlay his athletic skills into a

legend on the playground

one-way ticket to the NBA As
his final season comes to an

family and skipped town to
escape the overwhelming feel

courts, until he deserted his

ings of guild after the acciden
tal death of his best friend.

the formal ball. The Sungod

with the candidates during this

dess will be chosen and

University; Erin McCoy, Uni
versity of Florida; Christina

past December. They will par
ticipate in activities during the

crowned during the Ball along
.wit}),, Mr/Ms
Sun,
a

Ann Nostro, St. Petersbuig
Junior College; Candace Poff,

Festival the first week in April,
including the South Trust

business/professional person
selected for outstanding long-

Endsley

Bank Night Parade, Women’js
Chamber of Commerce Fash

ferm, community service in St
Petersbuig and Pinellas Coun-

College;

Robinson, University of Flori

son
University;
Erin
Woolums, University of South
Florida; Holly Williams, Flori
da State University.
The court members,

ion Show, Champions am

-n i
Liz Denison, a student at

Parade High School Fielq
Show, annual Kids & Kubs
softball game, the Coronation

University of Florida, is the
reigning Sungoddess, and Bob

Ball, and the TradeWinds
Resort Festival Parade.
During the Coronation at

" Our hope for creative living...lies in our ability to reestab
lish the moral ends of our lives in personal character arid
social justice."
-Martin Luther King,Jj\

Ulrich, local attorney and for
mer. St. Petersburg Mayor, is

the reigning Mr. Sun.

FAMOUS QUOTE
“Education is painful and not
gained with playing games or
bing average.” Marva Collins

Universal Studios Rocks With Second
Annual Mardi Gras ’99 Concert Series

from the destructive influences

as Kyle decides who to run
with while making one of the

respect to the champions.
Kyle is intrigued by
Birdie’s connections and abili
ty to heighten his career, so he
abandons his school-spon

The, Coliseum on Friday
evening, April 9, the Sungod
dess Court will be presented at

were chosen by a selection
committee of Suncoasters fol
lowing a coffee and tea held

of Birdie.
Above the Rim heightens
with the big Shoot Out games

assembles a team to compete
in the neighborhood Shoot Out
- a prestigious street basketball

high school basketball star
named Kyle-Lee Watson

end, Kyle has attracted a
Georgetown recruiter and in

Now, years later, Shep has
returned home and has taken a
job as a security guard at
Kyle’s high school. Seeing

between the ages of 19 and 21,

most critical decisions of his

places Kyle on a dangerous
fast track of cash and notoriety,

while the other offers a chance
to go to college and play pro
ball.
Above the Rim features
Duane Martin (The Inkwell),
Leon (Cliffhanger) Tupac
Shakur (Poetic Justice), Mar
lon Wayans (Mo’Money),
Tonya Pinkins, Bernie Mac
(House Party 3) and Eric Nies

L-R: Ruth, Anita and June

(MTV).
AHN-Prime’s host, Ossie

Davis and Ruby Dee, are one
of the entertainment industry’s
most well-known and gifted
couples. Iheir film, television
and stage careers extend over

Chaka Khan

ORLANDO - There’ll be versal Studios Florida Mardi
dancing in the streets when Gras’ 99 Concert Series.
Due to the wild success of
Universal Studios Florida pre
sents the second annual Uni last year’s concert series, the

universal Studios Florida
Mardi Gras Concert Series
will return to rock Saturday
nights during the run of Mardi
Gras ‘99 at Universal Studios
Florida at Universal Studios

Escape, thru March 27. This
musical street party will take

place eveiy Saturday during

Care of Business” with BTO,
the six weeks of Mardi Gras discover “Higher Love” with
festivities at Universal, SAsgfflS Chaka Khan, ride the Mid
Mardi Gras guests will be night Special” with CCR, will
welcomed with “Open Arms” “Hold On Loosely” with .38
by Journey, have fun “Takin ’ It, Special and boogie to the
To the Streets” with the Doo- “Neutron Dance with the
bie Brothers, get busy “Taking Pointer Sisters.

Thomas Whitfield Company Honored At Stellar Awards
television stations around the
country in tribute to Black His

However, the company known
for their sophisticated style of

rejection of the Whitfield
Company, they consider it a

bolizes their personal struggle
to survive, is in heavy relation

tory Month in February. .
When Thomas “Maestro”

gospel rallied their faith in God

true blessing that the Stellar
Awards is honoring their late

at gospel radio stations across
the country. “Most peoplelove ^

Whitfield died in 1992 at the
age Of 38, many in the gospel
industry smirked that his

years for Donna Harris, the
group’s president, to find a
record deal. Detroit’s fledgling

founder’s legacy at this time.
This past summer the choir

a Phoenix rising from-the
ashes story and that’s what we
have here, “ Harris says;’‘!So

choir’s chances of continuing

Crystal Rose Records (distrib

died with him. The choir lost

uted by EMI Music world
wide) offered the choir a con

on Billboard’s gospel chart),

tract after they’d been rejected
by every major gospel label

death and recently made their
first network
television

except one that offered them a
rip-off contract that the choir

appearance when they per
formed on NBC’s “Today

rejected on principle.

Show.” The group’s current
single “Hold On ” which sym-

their record deal and no other
label would sign them in spite
of their #1 hits such as “Hal

lelujah Anyhow, ” a few mem

bers left the group, and many
of Whitfield’s peers whispered

that the group was dead too.

WASHINGTON, D.C. The Thomas Whitfield Com
pany, was recently honored

also featured performances by and Dottie Peoples among oth-

Kirk Franklin, Fred Hammond ers. It will be syndicated to

Are you looking for j
a place to go?
I

with the James Cleveland
award at the 14tn annual Stel

lar Awards

ceremony

in

Atlanta, GA. The Stellars are
the gospel industry’s biggest
night of the year. Jhe choir

Ladies Auxiliary &
V.F.W. Post 10174

LISTEN TO YOGR FAVORITE
OLDIES
Every Friday Night
9 PM until ?
1331 - 18th Avenue South

and “Hold, On” that drew a
standing ovation from gospel
stars CeCe Winans and Yolan

823-1169

I Hit Music by Lady “C”
y

II

I

I I

<1

'

~

_l.

released its first album,
StilL...Whitfield (Currently #29

since Thomas Whitfield’s

now that we’ve had success ,
again, people are calling us
again. For a long time, the

phone never rang. It was no
surprise that industry folks
stopped calling, the surprise

ffewd

A

(mJ- $ Uf

Zfyi. CM

to-

'll*//jf MjZettA wfrrJMt/-

rwodt to ttfr-e-wvCtU-t*
n.

m M/dfy pdvNtcf

Spring Blossom Temple #360
is Sponsoring..

1780 - 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL

Breakfast
Every Saturday
starting July 25
from 8 a.m. until ?

THE ELKS LODGE?

Up,” “Nothing Bui the Blood"

Center. The two hour show

Considering the industry’s

Why not visit

performed a rousing four song
medley of their hits “Precious
Jesus,” “Wrapped Up, Tied

da Adams and the capacity
crowd at the Atlanta Civic

and persevered. I took five

yMx 'M-

When - March 6, 1999
Where - 1011 Engman Street, Clearwater
447-1887 oioute/

Time - 9:00pm until 1:00am
Donation - SI0.00
FREE Food

**
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Dr. Thomas Leaves Powerful Message With SPJC's Brother To Brother
by Allene Gammage-Ahmerl

sacrifices and the struggles-

ST. PETERSBURG - A
large audience of basically

made by those gone before us.
Many emphasis were placed

young African American
males ranging in age from 1930 listened enthusiastically as

on starting life out on a solid
foundation that will keep

CLEARWATER- The
H.O.P.E. (Home Ownership

young African American
males from falling and failing
in life ana in school when they

Dr. Ernest Thomas, President
of Tarrant County Junior Col
lege in Texas addressed seri
either the success or failure of

are faced with certain elements
of Society. Trying to balance
between family, school, social

their future.

and economic conditions isn’t

Dr. Thomas was invited to
SPJC and introduced by Mr.

always an easy thing to deal
with. He also stressed the

ous issues that would result in

for People Everywhere), a free

ance and advice to ‘Brother to
Brother to Brother works
Brother,’ a program at Sf.fr hard, to empower AfricanPetersbuig Junior College that Ameiican men as they face
aims to help African-Ameri unique challenges as they pur

area; early registration and aca
demic advising; early academ

he said.
Dr. Thomas was really

ic alters: assistance in locating
campus resources, textbook

‘down’ with the young men as

lending library; visits to four-

he spoke to them in a language
that they understood, but seri

year colleges/ universities;

ous enough that they would
not misunderstand the content
of his message. Surprisingly
so, the boys laughed and
looked at each other when Dr.

Thomas spoke of things that

pressent to enjoy Dr. Thomas’
message included: Dr. Edward

days in high school, college

J. Leach, Provost, Special Pro

stand on tlie shoulders of those -

this program and find out what

who have gone before us,”

you to get involved, contact
George Carbart, Student Sup
port Services Program at St.
Petersburg Junior College
(727) 341-4629 or 341-3527.

which basically pointed out
the reality of each and every

person represented in the room
that are here because of the

Prize drawings will be held

address the A to Z’s on becom

grand prize donated by Home
Depot and awarded at 2:30

commonly asked questions

pm. Lunch is available on the
premises and free child care is

such as: Do I qualify for an

provided for those who regis

assistance program? How
much home can I afford? How

ter by March 13.
To register, receive further
information or directions,

please call Community Ser
vice Foundation at (727) 4610618. Please register early, as
limited space is available.

Orange Avenue, Clearwater.

Bright students who strug
gle at school, may have learn
ing differences like dyslexia.
For more information about
learning differences and
dyslexia, and how the dePaul
School programs can help

both children and adults learn
to read, write and become suc

Open Forum.
The dePaul School is a pri
vate, nonprofit, nonsectarian
institution offering a full-time

curriculum Saturday Tutorial
Program and Summer School
Program in an educational
atmosphere designed specifi
cally to help the dyslexic indi
viduals (both children and
adults) learn how to read, write
and cope in school and in their
careers.

For more information on
the forum please call 4432711.

cessful, plan to attend the Free

UJE WELCOME YOUR
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

rome Ownership for people Everywhere

Redesign your old gold and jewelry

Custom Jewelry
by
Master Jeweler &
Designer of Fine Jewelry
Repairs while you wait
The Market Place
Saturday & Sunday Only
1-95 North Exit 128
Row B Booth 23-27

Charlie Akins
Master Jeweler
(904)696-7690
Pager 876-3145
Jacksonville, FL

... •mr^i luyr

St.Poteraburg

A "FREE"

information workshop for homebuyers

ail

^heciallziricj in

Saturday, March 20th 1999 8:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.

• and. <2Afaif 2 ai£ fox

I kb <2ntix£ ^Jamifij

1717 - 1st AveJ N., St. Pete 33713
(727) 827-3951 • (727) 827-0679
SHIRLEY BROWN -r Stylist/Owner
Call for Appointment • Walk-Ins Welcome
Hours.off Operation:
Monday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Tuesday, Wednesday, & Thursday 2 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Friday
9 a.m. to 9 p.ni Saturday 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Closed Sunday

Cupid's Choice
Sweetheart Relaxers
■ First-Time Patrons

provide education and coun
seling.
throughout the day with the

March 11th at 7:00 pm at the
Church of the Ascension, 701

SHIRLEY'S BEAUTY
PAl4,CE
0

cies that operate down pay
ment assistance programs and

ownership Workshop that will

dePaul School for Dyslexia
has announced a Free Open
Forum to be held Thursday,

Head Basketball Coach and

Attention All Readers!!!
Effective Immediately
ALL Community News
Received In The Office MUST
Include A Contact Person And
A Telephone Number If It's To
Be Placed In Our Publication!

home inspectors, affordable
builders and non-profit agen

The EXPO, opens from
8:30-2:30 pm. offers a Home-

CLEARWATER - The

Services Ernest Crumbley,

Tonja Williams.
For more information on

grams.
Exhibitor displays include

dePaul School To
Host Free Open
Forum On Dyslexia

VP. of Education and Student

through, do and say today.
Dr. Thomas stated that “if
we stand tall, it is because we

lenders, real estate agents,

complete the home buying
transaction? Attendance to this
Workshop is necessary to

and as an activist in various- grams and International Edu
cation; Willie Felton, Assistant

groups and organizations,
which were some of the same
tilings these young men go

the USF St. Petersbuig Cam
pus Activities Center at 140
6th Avenue South. This EXPO
is sponsored and endorsed by a

do I qualify for a mortgage?
Where do I start and how do I

monthly seminars/workshop;
monthly group meetings,
career planning activities; cul
tural activities , community
service activities and more.
Other administrative staff

occurred during his youthful'

cate which is required by most
lenders for first-time home
buyer loan assistance pro

ing a first-time homeowner
and provide answers to some

can men to stay in school.
sue academic, career and
As a part of Black History'' 1 social success. Brother to
Month, Dr. Thomas’ theme Brother is designed to help stu
focused on “African American dents Stay in college and grad
Men Taking Responsibility.” uate.
He opened his message by first
Other services that Brother
getting permission from an to Brother provides include:
elder in the audience, which he I Tutorihg in certain subject

obtain a Home Buyers Certifi

on day seminar, is offered to
prospective home buyers on
Saturday, Mardi 20, 1999 at

partnership of affordable hous
ing organizations.

George Carbart, Counselor importance of learning about
and
Assistant Basketball1' 'their' heritage - their history
Coach who also gives guid which is of utmost importance.

was granted, this is customary
in the history of our people,” ;

Looking For Home
Ownership? There
Is H.O.P.E.------------

DOWNA’S
NEW LOCATION
Bay Potote Plaza

Between Publix & Eckerds
...in the alcove
866-7027

Accepting^
Prpvfirtwgf
OmIh The Fine*
9ESttM€It&
CONTEMPORARY
FASHKWS

$35.00

$15 OFF

■ Buddy System
Refer 3 Clients, Get Yours

FREE

USF St. Petersburg Campus Activities Center

5I95-34£hSt S. (U.S. 19)

(Directions: Tropicana Field (175), Exit 9, go to 2nd St. S., turn right to 6th Ave. S., Center is on left)

.

• Prize Drawings throughout the dav - Grand prize donated by Home Depot
• Food & Refreshments Available
• Free Child Care Available to those who Pre-Register by March 13

Expo Schedule^

OFF
any purchase...with this coupon
offer expires March 13,1999

8:15 a.m. :EXPO Registration & Child Care Registration

8:30 a.m.-l:00 p.m. :Lender and Agency Displays and Exhibits
12:15 p<n.-l:00 p.m.: Break (lunch available on the premises) Visit Displays and Exhibits

9:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.: Homeownership Workshop *

Grand Prize Drawing at 2:30 p.m.

Professional Hair Care Products

* attendance necessary to obtain Home Buyers Certificate (required by most lenders for first-time home buyer loans)

DESIGN 51 You Can Find These Products At These Locations: WAVE if
3YDESIGN'

Carla's Hair
321-6802

Yogi's Hair Studio
328-1900

Angela's Hair Safari

323-4840^?^
C & C Hair Design
447-3090

Artistic Hair Fashion

Creative-N-style

321-4840

321-9322

A-Queen Beauty
Salon
327-5241

Housing EXPO Endorsed By:
Mt. Zion Human Services

Housing Finance Authority of Pinellas County
Pinellas County Community Development

327-4074

City of St. Petersburg
St. Petersburg Branch, NAACP

H ELEN'S B EAUTY SALON

Community Service Foundation

HUD
Tampa Bay Community Development Corp.

Home Buyers Club of Tampa Bay

St. Petersburg Neighborhood Housing Services

University of South Florida

Interdenominational Ministerial Alliance

Center Stage U nisex Salon

327-5182

Robert's Hair Salon

Emerald City

866-7070

447-4548

Association of Black Students

at

Classified Ads...Sure to get results!
City of St. Petersburg , .
EQUIPMENT SERVICEMAN II 8 3

LEGAL NOTICE ■ LEGAL NOTICE ■ LEGAL NOTICE

$18,845 - $26,187
Closing date 3-10-99

ST. PETERSBURG HOUSING AUTHORITY

We are a diversified
financial services firm.

SPHA will be accepting Section 8 Rental Assistance Program
applications. Individuals & families are encouraged to apply.
APPLICATIONS ARE NOT AVAILABLE OR
ACCEPTED AT ANY OTHER LOCATION.

s. ASiacrwra. is»2.

Vhy don’t you get to know us?

Applications are available at:
Pinellas Technical Education Center (PTEC)
901 34TH STREET SOUTH, ROOM D2, ST. PETERSBURG

Raymond James is a diversified financial services company
whose subsidiaries engage in the securities brokerage, in
vestment banking, asset management, banking, and trust
services. We offer opportunities in the following areas:

Tuesday, March 9th - 2PM to 7PM

Wednesday, March 10th - 3PM to 7PM
Thursday, March 11th - 2PM to 7PM

Use PTEC PARKING LOT ON 8TH AVE. SO.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IN PERSON:
• Must be returned to: PTEC. Room D2
• No later than: 7:00 PM, March 11th, 1999

BYMAIL:
• Must be mailed to: SPHA — SECTION 8
3250 5th Avenue North

St. Petersburg, FL 33713

• Must be postmarked no later than:
11:59 PM, March 15, 1999

All applicants must qualify based oh HUD regulations &
SPHA policies & guidelines.
Section 8 wait list is strictly maintained according to date
and time of the application.

We offer competitive salaries, excellent benefits, a stable working
environment, and opportunities for career advancement, training,

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY HOUSING

RAYMOND JAMES

JAMESTOWN
TOWNHOUSES

a. A33OaATEa. iixur

CITY OF

Marltbar N«w

ST. PETERSBURG

880 Carillon Parkway ' ■

Employment Division
Office is. Located at
One 4th St. N., 4th Floor
Mon.. Wed., Fri. Only

www.raymondjames.com

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

City of St. Petersburg
WATER CONSERVATION
COORDINATOR
$31,928 - $47,070
Open Until Filled

Start Your Own Business
Start your own business selling Lingerie and
Novelties. A great way to create income and
build your business. For More Information
Contact; No More Secrets - Intimate Apparel

& 'Novelties (727) 469-8309 or E-mail

KMason9924@aol.com

2, 3, AND 4 BEDROOMS
ANNOUNCEMENT OF INVITATION TO BID (IFB)

$460 TO $595
1035 Burlington Ave. N

The Pinellas County Housing Authority (PCHA)

will accept

sealed competitive bids (IFB) until 3:00 P.M., Local Time, on
March 15,1999, for the following signage:

EQUAL MOUSMS
oppodniwrr

St. Petersburg, FL 33716

(727)573-8490; fax (727)573-8752

No More Secrets!

City Of St. Petersburg

Responsible professional and
public contact work in devel

oping, implementing, coordi
nating and monitoring City
wide water conservation

plans and associated activi-

ties/programs. Prefer gradu
ate from an accredited four
year college or university
with major course work in
business
administration,
public relations, mass com
munications, public adminis
tration or related field.
Considerable progressive ex
perience in water conserva
tion technology with a back
ground in science is highly
desirable.

Fabrication of'one (1) sandblasted redwood sign with gold-tone

PETERBOROUGH APARTMENTS
HUD Subsidized Housing For Elderly
440 4th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, Florida 33701

painted letters and installation at 209 S. Garden Avenue,

Clearwater, Fla. Specifications and requirements may be
obtained by FAXing a request to Jim Schaedler at 727/441-3384
or calling him at 727/443-7684. All bids must be submitted in

sealed envelopes (FAXed bids will NOT be accepted) with

"Administration Building Exterior Signage" on the front and
back sides of the envelope, and must be submitted to:

813-823-5145
Helen P. Piloneo, Executive Director

t=J

Pinellas County Housing Authority
209 South Garden Avenue

Clearwater, Florida 33756

EQUALHOUSING
OPPORTUNITV

We must welcome the future, remembering that
soon it will be the past; and we must respect
the past, remembering that once it was all that
was humanly possible.

-George Santayana

CAR-JACKING

The Hospice

Is A Dangerous Problem

OF THE FLORIDA SUNCOAST
(aringjor Pinellas County, Florida since 1977

FOR INFORMATION ON

300 East Bay Drive • Largo, Florida 33770-3770

Car Jack Alarms
CALL

AUTO SECURITY

A Unique Profession!!

-N-

Hands-On care of the
terminally ill.

Join our team!! Call the Boley Job Line
for an up-to-date listing of employment
opportunities at: 822-8671. Applications
taken at: 1236 Dr. M.L. King St. N., St.
Petersburg, Florida 33705. EOE/Drug
Free Workplace

SOUND

Accepting Applications

(813) 323-5959

RNs, LPNs

1427 34th St. S.

(FL License Required)

& HHA./CNAS
(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432

YOU can make
a difference !
Help support
our paper by
patronizing our
advertisers 1

300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

READ A
NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

ATTENTION
Before buying, building or renovat

Are You

Gif

RcAdiNq This?
RES U ITS

AdvERTisE ilM

ClASsifiids

GREAT RATES
CALL 896 2922

PLANNER II
$33,550 - $49,511
Closing date 3-31-99

ing COMMERCIAL OR RESIDENTIAL PROP. '

ERTY

OR

Having problems with:
Zoning • Board of Adjustment (BOA)
: Environmental Development
Commission (EDC) • Code
Enforcement
Building Dept. - Permits
consult with us first. Call for an
APPOINTMENT NOW.

WAG DESIGNS
2515 - 15th Ave. S., St. Pete 33712

(813) 327-1935

Professional and technical
work administering the His
toric Preservation Ordi
nance, liaison for the Histo
ric Preservation Commis
sion, administration of the
Certified Local Government
program, cultural resource
data collection, designation
of historic properties, archi
tectural review of develop
ment projects for preserva
tion implications, review of
ad valorem tax exemption
projects, grant writing and
project management, imple
mentation of the city preser
vation plan upon its adop
tion, and meet and consult
with officials and the general
public regarding preserva
tion issues. Must be a gradu
ate Of a four year college or
university with major course
work in one of the social sci
ences, architecture, land
scape architecture, engineer
ing, planning or a related
field. A Masters degree is
preferred plus two years
experience with emphasis on
historic preservation. Must
have good oral and written
communication skills, com
puter
skills,
ordinance
administration experience,
and historic preservation
review and report writing
experience.

Interested persons should
submit a cover letter and
resume to the Employment
Office, P.O. Box 2842, St.
Petersburg, FL 33731. Pref
erence in appointment will
be extended to eligible veter
ans and, in some instances,
spouses of eligible veterans.
To receive veteran's prefer
ence, documentation of sta
tus must be submitted at time
of application.

MUST SEE! 5701
5th Way S., 3 br/2
ba/1 gar. Split plan,
clean,
central
heat/a/c. For sale
by owner, $79,500.
727-866-3874

VV

ivtu<

This is skilled work in. the mechanical repair, maintenance and
reconditioning of assigned gasoline and/or diesel powered auto
motive, construction and/or maintenance equipment. Must be a
high school graduate qr be in possession of a GED. Must also
possess three (3) years verifiable experience as a general auto
motive mechanic witH ^hbp experience in the repair, mainte
nance and reconditioning of; a variety of gasoline and/or diesel
powered automotive, construction and/or maintenance equipment. Must be in possession of a valid State of Florida Class ”A''
Commercial Drivers License or Be'able to obtain a Class "A"
CDL within six months pfhire. A full set of automotive mechan
ic repair tools with roll away lockable tool chest is required at
time of appointment. RESIDENCY REQUIREMENT.

Information Systems
Accounting
Banking
Financal Analysis
Clerical
Management/Supervision
Administration
Customer Service

and individual development. Please apply to:

— Largo —
3/2/1 $74,900
Seller Asst'd close
Barbara & Dan Janzen
813-765-2829
or 880-9320
RE/MAX REALTEC

EQUIPMENT MECHANIC I
$21,611 - $28,933
’’

Closing date 3-10-99

APPLICATIONS COMPLETED

NEW CONSTRUCTION

Semi-skilled work, which fltay include repairing, replacing and
balancing tires of City' ‘vehicles and related construction and
maintenance equipment at both the shop work site and on service
calls. Hours will be the evening shift. Must have some experi
ence in the inspectioflfj^hange arid repair of tires and tubes to
include heavy equipment and large trucks. Must be in possession
of and maintain a valid State of Florida Class "A" Commercial
Driver’s License with an ’’N" and "H" endorsements or have
completed the written, portion of the test for an "A1 CDL. The
"A" CDL with the "N? and "H" endorsements must be obtained
within six months of employment. Must also possess basic data
entry skills. Applicant selected may be required to successfully
complete pre-employment drug testing as required by DOT
Federal Regulations. RESIDENCY REQUIREMENT.

WERE THE
NEW GIRLS
TOWN.
IN
CALL US! We
want to talk to
you. 1-877-8170808 2 PM - 10
PM
Mon.-Sun.

99e per minute.

EQUIPMENT MECHANIC 11
$25,646 - $33,030
Closing date 3-10-99^ faX

Skilled work at the journeyman level in the mechanical repair,
maintenance and reconditidhing of a wide variety of gasoline
and diesel powered automotive,-"construction and/or mainte
nance equipment. Prefer high school graduation or possession of
a G.E.D. certificate with considerable shop experience in die
repair, maintenance and reebnditioning of a variety of gasoline
and diesel powered autoqtotive, construction and/or mainte
nance equipment. Must be in possession of an "A" Commercial
Driver's License or a vand:Florida Driver's License and have
successfully completed the "Written portion of the test for a Class
"A" Commercial Driver's License. The "A" Commercial Driver's
license must be obtained within six months of employment
Must possess two (2) ASE certifications with one certification in
air conditioning. Possession tof a full set of automotive mechan
ics repair tools with a rollaway lockable tool chest at time
appointment is also required. Applicant selected may be required
to successfully complete pre-employment drug testing as
required by D.O.T. Federal regulations. RESIDENCY RE
QUIREMENT.

Applications will be received in the Employment Office, One
Fourth Street North, 4th Floor on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays only. Preference in appointment will be extended to eiieligible .veter«HS. To receive veteranrente, documentation .o£ status
must be submitted at tipie of application.

gible veterans and, in some instances, spouses of

SCHOOL-WIDE
FLEA MARKET

TEMPORARY
FULLTIME
Neighborhood Pro
gram Coordinator/
Instructor. Women's
Service Center. De
gree required. FAX
Resume 727-5854089.

PASADENA FUNDAMENTAL
ELEMENTARY
95 - 72nd Street North
Saturday, March 6th (7am-5pm)
(a little of everything)

YOUR HOROSCOPE
Aries

Lifera

March 21 to April 19

September 23 to October 22

A Cancer moon on the 2nd
favors time spent at home. On the 3rd,
step out with your man for some quality
couple time. When word of your promotion
or raise comes through on the 7th, go
ahead and shout!

3^ Taurus
April 20 to May 20

On the 4th, Uranus, Neptune
and Venus could cast you in a command
ing role at work or in the community,
prompting others to follow your lead.
Revitalized romance will be a breath of
fresh air on the 5th and 6th.

Gemini
May 21 to June 21

Mercury keeps your festive
frame of mind going strong until the 7th.
making you feel like the holidays never
ended. Sustain your party mood with plen
ty of rest. On the 8th. get away for the
weekend with your mate.

Cancer
June 22 to July 22

J Thoughts of the past and cher
ished loved ones may add a wistful note to
the 2nd. Fabulous financial news arriving
after the 4th could redirect your mind to
shopping. On the 7th. head out for bargain
hunting or sightseeing with friends.

at

Scorpio
October 23 to November 21

After tpe 4th, you'll finally feel
• able to pbt your feet up and relax, Chiron
is helping you eat hea ,y and get
enough rest. An important phone call or
message could change your life for the
better on the 7th; '

Sagittarius

November 22 to December 21

With Mercury, Mars and Venus
revving your energy you're probably wish
ing the holidays* bad never ended—take
advantage of your festive mood by plan
ning a future bash of your own. Focus on
your career pn^e 5th and 6th.

Capricorn

December 22 to January 13

Tte^t yourself to a beautiful bar
gain on the gnd;brlBrd After the 4th, your
smart money maneuver could save a bun
dle. Under,powerful influence of Mars.
Uranus and Neptune, you II handle busi
ness dealings with near-clairvoyant finesse.

Leo

Aquarius

July 23 to August 22

January 20 to February 18

When the moon spotlights you
on the 3rd and 4th. you II charm others
without even trying. Powerful stars en
hancing your intuition could help you get
a jump on the competition at work. Knock
off early to cuddle on the 8th.

£

Been too busy for love? After
the 4thA/enus in your romance zone calls
a passionate timeout. If your home doesn't
seem as bright after the holiday decora
tions Come down, choose a new color for
your wills or curtains.

J® Virgo

August 23 to September 22

Make room tor romance on the
7th Mercury in your home zone could
keep you busy playing hostess to out-oftown guests or relatives. Never mind those
post-holiday sales: give your wallet a
much-needed rest.

After Venus enters your sign on
the 4th. your fovelife will be fantastic. If youd
like a new credit card, apply on the 5th or
6th. Splendid financial aspects are about
to make a dffeam come true. Try not to bite
off more than ypu can chew on the 7th.

X Pisces
February 19 to March 20

Moonlight in your romance sec
tor on the 2nd could help recharge your
love life. Under career-minded aspects
you may start looking for greener profes
sional pastures. Partnerships or joint con
tracts are favored on the 5th and 6th.
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GILSTRAP, PATRI
CIA ANN -departed this
life February 17,1999. She
leaves to hold precious

memories her husband,
Alphonso Gilstrap, Sr., two
daughter, Felicia Gilstrap
and Lutricia Herring; two
sons, Alphonso, Jr. and
Andrew; her mother, Lula
Mae Glover, her sister;
Emma Williams (Albert)
three grandchildren, her
grandmother, Flora Hillary
and a host of other sorrow
ing family and friends.
Funeral services entrusted to
Creal Funeral Home, St
Petersburg, FL

EDWARD -passed Febru

ary 19, 1999. He leaves to
mourn his passing his wife,
Nora;

five

MILLER-MCFADDEN,

JONES, RUTHERMAE
-passed February 18,1999.
Survivors indude her hus
band, Dea. William Jones;
six sisters, Estella Reid,
Juanita Mincey, Lillie Mae
Lee, Lucille Poole, Nellie
Alexander, Ellen Roberts

(George,

Helen

Marion

(Leonard); one brother, Don
Cesaer (Judy) and a host of
other loving family and
friends Funeral services
entrusted to Creal Funeral
Hoine,St Petersburg, FL
KEYS, HENRY LEWIS
- passed February 23,1999.
He leaves to cherish his
memories his wife, Amanda
Keys, four daughtrers,
Rochelle Knight (James),.
Stephanie Keys, Tyra Keys
Finley Keys (Angela) and
Henry L. Keys, Jr. (Faye);
six sisters, Dorothy Walker,
OseleneWynn,
Roxie
Davis, Pearl Keys and Min-:
nie Keys; five brothers,
James Keys (Elnora), Amos
Keys, David (Helen),
Hebert Jr. (Kay) and P.L.
Keys (Barbara); 18 grand
children; two. great grand

daughters,

children and a host of other

Demetria Coley, Naple
Hitchcock, Nora Dionne
Hitchcock, Nausha Shaw
and LeeAnna Hitchcock; a
stepdaughter, Natelia Keith
Cochran and brother, David
A. Funeral services entrust

Funeral services entrusted to
Creal Funeral Home, St
Petersburg, FL___________
WHITE-CRITTON,
LINDA KATHERINE departed this life February
17, 1999. She leaves to
cherish her memories five
daughters, Cecilia, Brittany,
Mae and Shana F. Critton
and Ashley Day; her moth
er, her mother, Judy White;
five brothers, David White,
Artreal Woodard, Curtis
Godfrey, Jimmy Boykins
and Reginald Owens; 13
sisters, Audra Godfrey,
Geraldine and Erica Kidd,
Pat Cook, Sharon Battle,
Toni Owens, Wanda Smith,
Yate Critton, Carol, Anita,
Debra, Cathy and Terresa
Crosby. Funeral services
entrusted to Zion Hill Mor
tuary, St Petersburg FL.

CHINEDAR — departed
this life February 18,1999.
Survivors include a daugh
ter, Sandra Miller, five
grandchildren, four great
grandchildren and a host of
other family and friends.
Funeral services entrusted to
Zion Hill Mortuary, St.
Petersburg, FL

and Nanette Keys; two sons,

HITCHCOCK, ROBERT

ft i

Funeral Home, St Peteisbmg,FL________________

St. Pete
Final Rites

family and friends. Fuenral

services entrusted to McRae
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MURPHY, ELNORA departed this life February
9, 1999. Her survivors
indue her husband, Lorenzo
Murphy; Sister-in-law, Dorrie Lee Belcher; brother-in. law, O.C. Murphy; cousins,
caregivers, Mattie Robinson; god children and a host
* of other family and friends.
Funeral sendees entrusted to
Creal Funeral Home, St
Petersbuig, FL__________ »

A. Williams; one sister,
Marjorie Fleming; three
grandchildren and a host of
family
aunts,
uncles,
cousins and friends. Com
panion, Austin Buckley.
Funeral services entrusted to
McRae Funeral Home, St
Petersburg, FL

friends. Funeral services
entrusted to Summers
Funeral Home, Ocala, FL
THOMAS, MAE OLA passed February 20, 1999.
She leaves to cherish her
memories her children,
Irene Poe, Mamie L Banks,
Vemice L. Carter and hus
band Cornelius, Verdell
Butler and Willie Mae Hol
loway (Charles); eighteen
grandchildren, great grand
children two brother, James
Hunt and Mathis G. Hunt,
Sr. and a host of other loving
family and friends. Funeral
services entrusted to Cun
ningham Funeral Home,
Ocala, FL______ _________
WILLIAMS,
CASSIE
LEE - departed this life on
February 15, 1999. She
leaves to cherish her loving
memories three devoted
sons, James, Paris and Alfred
Williams; two daughters,
Doris Grant (Roosevelt) and
Mozelle Matthews; a host of
devoted grandchildren, great
grandchildren, god son, dear
friends and other family
members. Funeral services
entrusted to Cunningham
Funeral Home, Ocala FL

Ocala
Final Rites
COGDELL, MARIAN passed February 17, 1999.
Leaving to cherish her
memories are her two
daughters, Deloris Woodard
and Camilla Stark; four
sons, Frederick Adams
(Hortensia) Daniel Adams
(Jocelyn), Wendell Bradley,
William McMullan (Rosalyn); eighteen grandchil
dren and one great grand
child; three sisters and a host
of other loving family and
friends. Funeral services
entrusted to A.D. Summers
Funeral Home, Ocala, FL

MITCHELL, OLIVER
LEE - passed February 22,

W7LLMMS BROWN,
DELORES - passed Feb
ruary 20, 1999. She leaves
to cherish her memories her
mother, Orceola Williams;
two children, Robert L.
Broan and Robia D. Brown;
Lifelong friend, Robert L,
Brosn, Sr; one brother, John

ROUSE, TOM, JR. passed February 18, 1999.
His survivors include his
wife, Evelyn Rouse; sons
Johnny and Dorian Rouse;
daughter, Lafayette Rouse;
brothers, Jimmy and Steven
Rouse; sisters, Nancy, Pearl,
Tomie Lee Rouse and Rosa
Lee Ashley; five grandchil

1999. He leaves to cherish
his memory his mother;
Bennie Lee and Lorene
Mitchell; five brothers,
Rickey Mitchell, Bennie,
Earl, Qayton (Floretta) and
Eddie Mitchell (Sharonda);
two sisters, Lue Vemadean
Thomas (Clinton) and
Jeanette Mitchell; a devoted
guardian for eighteen years.
Eamestine Greene and a
host of other family and

DopfcuuL Cottcegte
Dfttsebfc
CMHW ' '

dren; four great grandchil

dren and a host of other sor

rowing family and friends.

The Sweetness Of
Peace
After the clouds, the sunshine
After the winter, the spring
After the shower, the rainbow
For life is a changeable thing

Young's
Funeral
Home

After the night, the morning

bidding all darkness cease;

After life’s cares and sorrows
The comfort and sweetness of
peace.

A Full Service Firm
Robert C. Young
Funeral Director
Since 1975
1005 Howard Street
(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)
Clearwater, FL

442-2388

(Summers ^Funeral (flome
"Personalized with the Utmost Dignity,
Confidence and Understanding"

Limousine Rental Service

351-0566 ...............Lillie T. Shelton, L.F.D.
2238 NW 10th St...........Alvis Summers, L.F.D.
Ocala, Florida 34475 ..............Notary Public

An Easy Way to Pay

In Advance For Your Funeral
"Yes, that's right, there
is an easy way to pay
for your funeral and
have peace of mind."

AB CoAMfie Sv
C*-0»u»

Cotttegte Fiucetot Haute
fttcnltolutf ffUtt&iu out

CJr
°

“Quality and Service”
-7.
--------1
ops

O

ed to Zion Hill Mortuary, St
Petersburg, FL

(352) 493-1857
l-flHMSS-ISM

326U

The average funeral costs much less today than most
people think. However, in the fixture, an average funeral
will cost more.

Charles S. Chestnut, III, LED., - Charles S. Chestnut, IV, LED.

Larry M. Saunders, LED.
18 N.W. 8th Avenue.......................................................... (352) 372-2537

.(352) 377-6128

P.O. Box 592 ......................................................... ..

Gainesville,*FL 32602 .............................................Fax: (352) 377-5678

CUNNINGHAM’S

If you pay now, your funeral is fully funded arid won't

Funeral Home, PA.

pose a financial burden to those left behind.

"Your Friends Who Care"
SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953ATAFFORDABLE PRICES

Affordable monthly payments are available to suit your

needs and your budget. You choose the payment plan

you want and ifyou relocate—your plan goes with you.

Creal Funeral
Homes
i
1 Seventh Avenue Chapel

Don't delay...

( 1940 7th Avenue South

St. Petersburg, FL 33712
I
896-2602

JOHNSON,LAURA J.^.
leparted this life recently.
She leaves to mourn her
massing her daughters,
Helen Henry, Dorothy Pat
erson, Charlotte Reid and
Dr. Thelma J. Nolan. Other
family include her sister,
Mary Gibson; brotther, Fred
Ellison; seven grandchild
Iren and a host of other
family and friends. Funeral
services entrusted to Creal

Dr. M.L. King St Chapel
1 2025 Dr. M.L. King Street South

St. Petersburg, FL 33705

state

Approved Pre-Funeral

Arrangement Plan

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE

Call or Write to us today
to learn more about

funeral planning.
Licensed Funeral

A.L. CUNNINGHAM
FELIX SNOW

Directors

732-5354
732-5355

732-5353

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(813) 895-6005

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave,, Ocala, FL

Burial Service • Funeral Service
Cremation Service • Shipping Service

Building a Tradition of Faith; Integrity and

Compassion...........

Serving From two Convenient Locations

Funeral Home, St Peters-

. . meeting the changing needs of our
Community

p

Dwayne E. Matt

and the Families
<7

Innovative and Personalized

&

Immaculste Matt

Service

Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.
I

we serve, with

cz

C7Z7)
1700 - 49th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33707

1534 - 18th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

727-894-2266

Dwayne E. Matt, Licensed Mortician

Community Resource Center On Funeral
Services, Pre-planning, Social Security, Veteran Affairs
Call Today ’
For Free Pamphlets And Brochures

Edna L. Matt

Prince Matt, Jr.

"Taking Time To Serve Others"

"Service is the Soul's Highest Calling'*

A

i
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Experience March madness
Bone-In
New York
Strip Steak

$299
W-D Brand®, “Aged
U.S. Choice, 5 lbs. or more

❖ttaawBWWSw

S^SBSSSESSS^

re 8:: 9

flgg Thrifty Maid
IOJ

iiifjfbljf
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■81

JM

Canned
Vegetables

3/$

1.AJ8O.

I

SWEET rea;

1

w<>u KtitMi «<&#*•

t SWEET CO®

&w?

GREEN I

..... BBISOH

15 oz. cut green beans,
whole kemal or cream style corn,
medium peas, 15.5 oz. large peas
or 14.2 oz. french style green beans

HI

Whole
Smoked
Picnic

58‘
W-D Brand®

12 Pack
Coors or
Coors Light

2 Liter
Coca-Cola
Products

$098
See Store For Selection.

12 oz. cans

Limit 2 w/ $10 purchase

Surf
Laundry
Detergent

Scott
Bath
Tissue

Sj|99

$098
12 roll package

54 »« & ( C

I S

100 oz. bottle, Ultra liquid “fresh
rain” or with bleach or 83 oz.
box, Ultra II 42 load or 87 oz.
box, Ultra II with bleach 33 load

wQpiiii
America's Supermarket*
Prices atoove are good Wednesday, March 3 thru Tuesday, March 9, 1 999.

We accept: MasterCard® VISA® Discover*® ATM®

a^....-------

WtSTEMN

MONEY

MNIOM :TRaWSESIR

OUANTI'l’Y RIGHTS RESERVED. COPYRIGHT 1909. WINN-DIXIE STORES. INC.. TAMPA DIVISION

Atl is effective in the lollowine counties: Highland. Hardee. Hernando, Hillsborough. Manatee. Pinellas. Pasco. Polk, Sarasota. I^ee. DeSoto. Collier. Charlotte anti the city of LaBelle.
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